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The mechanism of amide-hydrolysis has been the subject 
of many investigations. The acidic and alkaline hydrolysis of 
amides is of great importance in agriculture, biochemistry and 
synthetic organic chemistry. The hydrolysis of amides is also 
of phannaceutical significance due to their use as functional 
units in many drugs. The studies of the hydrolysis of simpler 
amides would allow the prediction of conditions under which 
such drugs may be expected to be more stable and therefore, 
more effective. The studies discussed in this thesis deal with 
the kinetics and mechanism of alkaline hydrolysis of amides and 
related compounds. The work described is divided into the 
following chapters. 
I. General Introduction and Statement of the Problem 
II, Hydrolysis of Urea and Sodium Cyanate 
III. Hydrolysis of Malonamide 
IV. Hydrolysis of Dlcyandiamlde 
V. Hydrolysis of L-Asparagine 
VI. Hydrolysis of Salicylamlde 
VII, Hydrolysis of Metal-Amide Complexes 
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I. In the first chapter a critical review of the work done 
on the kinetics and mechanism of alkaline hydrolysis of amides 
and related compounds has been given. The formation of 
tetrahedral intermediates in the reaction mechanism and rate 
expressions have been discussed. 
II, The second chapter deals with the kinetics and mechanism 
of hydrolysis of urea and sodium cyanate in alkaline medium. 
The hydrolysis of urea is a two step first-order irreversible 
consecutive reaction having sodium cyanate as a stable inter-
mediate. The kinetics of the reaction was followed by 
1-5 
measuring fumnonia concentration through Nesslerisation, 
The concentration of ammonia (F) evolved in both the steps is 
given by the following equation (1) , 
F . A rz ( ^lobs^^Zobs s^' ^1obs^ > ^1obs . - ^ 2 o b s V C" 
O ^ k - k k - k 
^1obs *^2obs 1obs ^2obs 
where A^  ia the i n i t i a l concentration of urea. The observed 
r a t e consteints, k. . and k p ^ , were evaluated using computer 
programme jji FORTflAN IV. The hydrolysis s tudies were performed 
under different concentrations of urea and hydroxide ion, ionic 
s t rength arid temperature. The ra te constants were independent 
of ionic strength which i s expected when one of the reactants i s 
a neu t ra l molecule. Suff icient ly large negative value of the 
entropy of ac t iva t ion (Table 1) indicates that the t r an s i t i on 
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s t a t e involved in the c r i t i c a l rate-detennining step i s more 
po la r than the reactant s t a t e . The probable mechanism 
consis tent with observed k ine t ic r e su l t s i s shown in Scheme 1 
and k ine t ic equations derived on the basis of t h i s mechanism 
are as follows: 
Nobs - ''o * N l' rOH- .7 (2) 
"aobs • "" "S, '5) 
The first step of the hydrolysis is regarded an elimination 
reaction (E1CB) which involves a reversible exchange of proton 
between urea and 0H~ and carbanion so formed undergoes slow 
decomposition to cyanate and ammonia. The second step hydro-
lysis occurs by addition of water molecule to cyanate ion and 
gives carbamic acid which is rapidly converted to products. The 
values of k,. , were also detennined by estimating urea at 
7 
different time intervals using diacetyl monoxime as reagent. 
These studies confirmed the validity of equation (1). 
Studies on hydrolysis of sodium cyanate were carried out 
to confirm the results of urea hydrolysis. The values of rate 
constants for this reaction were almost equal to kp-^ .- obtained 
for urea hydrolysis under identical conditions. The variations 
of rate constants with the initial concentration of substrate, 
ionic stroigth,temperature and sodium hydroxide concentration 
were found similar to those of k^  , „ in urea. 
20bS 
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III. The third chapter deals with kinetics and mechanism of 
hydrolysis of malonamide under similar conditions as those 
of urea. Its hydrolysis is also a first-order irreversible 
consecutive reaction forming malonamic acid as stable inter-
mediate. The consecutive rate constants were calculated by 
the method used for hydrolysis of urea. The plausible 
mechanism of alkaline hydrolysis of malonamide is given in 
Scheme 2 an.d kinetic equations (4) and (5) were derived. 
^ (k,^ > k2) K^ (k_^ + k2) (4) 
1obs ^1^2 k^k2/:0H-7 
(k'_^  + k'2) K^ ' (k'.^  + k'2) 
2^obs ^\ ^2 i^i^2^0H"-7 
(5) 
IV. In chapter IV, studies on the kinetics and mechanism of 
hydrolysis of dicyandiamide are described. Dicyandiamide is 
hydrolysed in alkaline medium by a pseudo-first-order reaction. 
During the reaction, guanylurea is first formed in a fast 
step and then decomposed to give the products. The reaction 
mechanism consistent with observed kinetic data is shown in 
Scheme 3 and corresponding rate equation (6) is as follows: 
k. k, IC + k. k^ Kj K. /"OH" / 
(k_^ + k2) K^ 
The activation parameters for this reaction are given in Table 1. 
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V. Kinetics and mechanism of hydrolysis of L-asparagine i s 
described in t h i s chapter. The reaction i s pseudo-f i rs t -order 
and was studied under s imilar conditions as those of urea and 
other compounds. The mechanism for the reaction i s given in 
Scheme 4 and the r a t e equation derived on the basis of t h i s 
mechanism i s given by equation (7) . 
k. k^ /"OH' 7 
°^^ (k.-, . k^) 
The ac t iva t ion parameters are given in Table 1. 
VI. Chapter VI deals with the k ine t ics and mechanism of 
a lka l ine hydrolysis of salicylamide. This i s also a pseudo-
f i r s t -order reaction and the mechanism i s given in Sch«ne 5. 
The r a t e equation (8) was derived on the basis of the proposed 
mechanism. 
. . N "2 r°H--7 ^3, 
The ac t iva t ion parameters are given in Table 1. 
VII. Chapter VII deals with the k ine t ics and mechanism of 
a lka l ine hydrolysis of some metal complexes of amides ^ C u ( I I ) -
asparagine, Co(II)-asparagine, Cu(ll)-salicylamide and 
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Cu(II)-malonamide complexes^. Hydrolysis of the complexes, 
Cu(II)-asparagine, Co(II)-asparagine, Cu(II)-salicylamide 
i s pseudo-f i rs t -order reaction while tha t of Cu(II)-malonamide 
i s a consecutive one. The studies on these complexes were 
carr ied out at different ionic s t rength, temperature and 
sodixM hydroxide concentration. The ra te of hydrolysis of 
copper( l l ) complexes was found to be lower than tha t of corres-
ponding amides under ident ica l condit ions. The ra te of 
hydrolysis of Co(II)-asparaglne complex was found comparable 
to t ha t of L-asparagine. There are two possible react ion 
routes for the hydrolysis of the complexes. In route 1 metal 
complex reacts with hydroxide ion to form te t rahedra l 
addit ion intermediate. This intermediate then breaks down to 
products . In route 2 the complex f i r s t d issoc ia tes into metal 
ion and amide and then the free amide i s hydrolysed as 
described previously. The probabi l i ty of hydrolysis by e i t he r 
route 1 or route 2, depends upon the r e l a t i ve values of the 
s t a b i l i t y constant of the complex and the so lub i l i t y product 
of metal hydroxides. The hydrolysis of Cu(II)-asparagine, 
Cu(II)-salicylamide and Cu(II)-malonamide complexes proceeds 
by route 1 where Co(II)-asparagine complex i s hydrolysed by 
route 2 . The reaction mechanisms for hydrolysis of Cu(I I ) -
asparagine, Co(II)-asparagine, Cu(II)-salicylamide and Cu(II ) -
malonamide are given in Schemes 6,7,8 and 9 respect ive ly . The 
r a t e equations (9)»(10) and (11) were derived for hydrolysis 
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of Cu(II)-asparagine, Co(II)-asparagine and Cu(II)-salicylamide 
respec t ive ly . 
k. kp ^OH" 7 
Ky.. - (9) 
°^^ (k ^ *k ) 
k' k' Z~OH"J 
V == - J — ^ . - (10) 
°^" ( k l ^ . k ' ) 
k^  k^  r Q H ' J 
^°^» '^  (k.^.k2)(wK;; r o H \ 7 ) ^^ ^^  
The r a t e equations (12) and (13) represent the 1st and 2nd 
s teps of the react ion mechanism of Cu(II)Hmalonamlde complex. 
k^  k^  CO^'J 
(k_^ +k2)(1 + K^  COH'J) l^lobs = . " . " ^ - ^ (^2) 
k'; k^  fOH'-J 
(k'1^^4)(WK'; ^ O H V ) k2obs » - ' . " (^3) 
The activation parameters for the hydrolysis of these 
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TABLE - 1 
A F ^ AH^ - A S = ^ E, In A 
a 
1. Urea 
1st step 112.38 60.72 142.31 63.73 9.A4 
2nd step 108.01 52.32 153.41 55.34 8.09 
2 . Sodium Cyanate 108.32 49.67 161.57 52.68 7.11 
3 . Malonamide 
1st step 94.87 39.38 159.46 42.27 7.33 
2nd step 97.43 42.41 158.10 45.31 7.49 
4 . Dicyandiamide 105.67 35.76 192.60 38.78 3.57 
5. L~Asparagine 98.80 49.87 140.60 52.76 9.6l 
6. Salicylamide 107.15 66.21 112.77 69.22 11.78 
7. Cu(II)-Asparagine 98.96 44.89 155.38 47.78 7.82 
8. Co(II)-Asparagine 98.80 44.18 156.96 47.08 7.62 
9. Cu(II)-Salicylamide 111.82 63.46 133.23 66.48 10.53 
10. Cu(II)-Malonamide 
1st step 96.09 52.62 128o53 55.42 10.96 
2nd step 97.54 58.10 116.69 60.91 12.44 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT 
OF THE PROBLEM 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the hydrolysis of amides and related compounds 
are of great importance in agricultural, biochODaical, synthetic 
and pharmaceutical chemistry. The use of compounds like urea 
and dicyandisimide as manures is due to their hydrolysis to pro-
duce ammonia which is utilised by plants. The studies on 
kinetics and mechanism of hydrolysis of these manures provide 
much understJinding about their utility in the soil. In bio-
chemical studies the hydrolysis of the amides, which is an acyl 
transfer reaction , is involved in the intermediary metabolism 
of amino acids, carbohydrates and fatty acids, where coenzyme A 
functions as a carrier of acyl group. Amides have advantage 
of being less reactive nucleophiles than ketones, and less basic 
than amines <md are of great significance in synthetic organic 
chemistry. Further, the studies on hydrolysis of amide group 
of numerous drug modifications *"^  have guided to characterise 
the stabilisation and therapeutic efficiency of the drugs. The 
studies of the kinetics and mechanism of hydrolysis of simpler 
amides have usually been carried out because these molecules 
4 
act as models for similar studies of the complicated systems . 
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The g(enGral accepted mechanism of hydrolysis of amides in 
10 
alkaline mediim was presented by Bender and is referred in the 
recent books. Extensive studies in this respect have beei 
carried out and are described in the following pages. 
5 
Reid"^  first studied the hydrolysis of amides in alkaline 
medium and showed that the reaction is bimolecular. Crocker & Lowe 
performed the studies on hydrolysis of formamide, acetamide 
propionamide etc. and confirmed the bimolecularity of the reaction. 
The reactivity was found to decrease with the increase in chain 
length. The alkaline hydrolysis of betaine amides was done by 
7 
Luten and Stewart and it was found that the betaine amides 
hydrolysed to the corresponding acids slowly in comparison to the 
hydrolysis of betaine nitriles to their corresponding amides. 
Following is the proposed mechanism of hydrolysis of betaine 
amides in the alkaline medium. 
R,jN'^ CRR»C0NH2 + OH" —^ R,N*CRR'C0NH' + H2O 
RjN^CRR'CONH" + H2O —U- R^N^CRR'COO" • NH^ 
R,N *CRR« CONH" + OH" + H^O — ^ R^ N *RR' COO" • OH" + NH^ 
k, 
2(R,N*CRR'C0NH") ^ 2 ^ —^RJN^CRR'COO'+R^N^CRR'CONH'-JNHJ 
Scheme 1 
- .3 -
The differential rate equation for the condition that the initial 
concentration of OH"(B^) is far greater than the initial 
concentration of amide (A^) is given by equation (1) where P is 
the concentration of NH,. 
dt (1+K3J ° ^ 1 2 0 3 (1+KB,) ° (1) 
Q 
Meloche and Laidler worked on the k ine t ics of acid and 
base hydrolysis of p-and o-subst i tu ted amides. Activation 
energies , frequency factors and entropies of ac t iva t ion were 
ca lcu la ted . The ctianges in r a t e were found to be influenced 
mainly by changes in ac t ivat ion energy, but in both the se r ies 
As'^ increased approximately l inear ly with E_. I t was found tha t 
i n a lka l ine hydrolysis e lec t ron-a t t rac t ing groups lowered E while 
e lec t ron-repel l ing raised i t and in acid solut ion electron-
a t t r a c t i n g groups raised E_ while e lec t ron-repel l ing ones lowered 
i t . A mechanism (Scheme 2) was proposed to esqplain the 
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Bender^' presented the mechaji.lsm of amide hydrolysis 
which i s fonnulated on the basis of oxygen exchange s tud ies . The 
reaction mechanism (Scheme 3) was proposed having a t e t rahedra l 
11 intennediate I , which p a r t i t i o n s to give products o r 
regenerate reac tan t s . The oxygen atoms in the t e t r ahed ra l 
intermediate become equivalent by rapid proton t ransference , 
and the reverse step leads to oxygen exchange as shown in 
Scheme 3 . 
18 18 
0 OH 
II k I k 




The ra te constants for oxygen exchange and hydrolysis are then 
re l a t ed by ^^y/^h * ^ » i / ' ^ ^ 2 ' ^^ ^^^ basic hydrolysis of amides, 
1 ? 
where k y/k.^ > 1 , Bender and Ginger explained tha t the 
r a t e of hydrolysis should therefore be considerably l e s s than 
t h a t of formation of te t rahedra l in tennediate . There i s 
evidence''^» tha t the equi l ibra t ion of the oxygen atoms in 
t e t r ahedra l in te raedia te i s not always f a s t e r than i t s break' 
- 5 -
down. I t was suggested that the r e l a t ive ly fas t oxygen 
exchange during the alkal ine hydrolysis of amides occurred 
because the negative charge could be located on the nitrogen 
atom of the intermediate as given below. 
OH 
I 




The ra tes of aqueous a lkal ine hydrolysis of t r i f l u o r o -
ace tan i l ide anid a ser ies of N-methylanilides were determined 
15 by Biechler and Taft •^ . The reaction was carr ied out with 
the la rge excess of hydroxide ion and pseudo-f i rs t -order 
k ine t i c s was obtained. The ra te law followed by t r i f l u o r o -
ace tan i l ide was given by equation (2 ) , 
k^  » k^ COti'j/ i^ + ^OH~jK_^ ) (2) 
and for N-methylanilides by equation (3) where a p lo t of k./^~0H"_7 
- 6 -
:^ = k^ fOti'J + k^  fOn'J' (3) 
against ^0H'"_7 gave a s t ra igh t l ine of slope k^ , and in tercept 
kp. The observed r a t e equations were eij^lained in terms of a 
react ion sequ€.'nce involving react ive intermediates I and I I 
and the revers ib le formation of the conjugate base of 
t r i f luoroacete ini l ide I I I as an unreactive side product. The 
following reaction mechanism was proposed. 


























The studies on the kinetics of the concurrent alkaline 
hydrolysis of carbonyl oxygen exchange of a series of 
16 p-substituted acetanilide by Bender and Thomas revealed that 
the breakdown of the tetrahedral addition intermediate involve 
the formation of dipolar ion, CH,C(0')2NH2CgH^X, The pre-
equilibrium postulated by Biecher & Taft in the first step was 
found to be incorrect and modified it as a rate process. This 
formulation is presented in the reaction Scheme 5 » 
OH 
* OH- ^  ^l ==: II J 
Product 
cicheme 5 
where A i s p-subs t i tu ted ace tan i l ide , I and I I are monoanionic 
and dianionic t e t rahedra l intermediates respect ive ly . 
17 Kezdy and Bruylants invest igated the k ine t i cs of 
a lka l ine hydrolysis of chloroacetanil ides. The r a t e of hydrolysis 
of C1CH2C0NH2(I), Cl2CHC0NH2(II) and CC1,C0NH2(III) were detected 
in a v/ide nmge of concentrations of sodium hydroxide. General 
k ine t ic re la t ion for (I) was given by equation (4 ) , for ( I I ) and 
( I I I ) by equation (5) . 
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r a t e » k^ f amide J £ OH'J + k^ f asaideJ['Oti''J^ (4) 
r a t e « k^ ^amide_7^0H"_7/(1 + K J ^ ^ ' O H ' J / K H 2 0) (5) 
where K. i s the acid constant of the react ion: 
R-CONH^  + H2O ;;:± R-CONH'+H^0"*"; with pK^ = 13.55 for ( I I ) 
and pK^ = 12.42 for ( I I I ) . 
18 These authors also studied the hydrolysis of succinamide 
and concluded tha t i t proceeded in two steps with succinamic 
acid as intermediate product, vrtiile inves t igat ing a lka l ine 
19 hydrolysis of succinimide and succinamide Vigneron et a l . 
discovered tha t succinamide passed thiough succinimide to 
succinamic acid. The ra te (k^) of succinimide formation was 
higher than the r a t e (k2 ) of opening of the cycl ic form in 
Scheme 6 . 
CH2-CONH2 ^ ^ 2 " ^ 
-NH 
CH^-CONHo 3 CH^-C. 
NH ^ 2 . ^ 
CH^-COO" , CHo-COO"" 
2 Ko 2 




The alkaline hydrolysis of phthalamide and Cis-1,2-
cyclohexanedicarboxamide to their corresponding amic-acids were 
20 
studied by Cr-ooy and Bruylants . They showed that during the 
hydrolysis, imides were formed as intermediates. The two 
consecutive reactions were found to be second-order competitive 
reactions. 
21 Vigneix>n-Voortman studied the a lka l ine hydrolysis of 
oxamide, malonamide, fumaramide and maleamide. Oxamide(I) , 
malonamide ( 1 1 ) and fumaramide ( I I I ) underwent hydrolysis in 
a lka l ine medium according to c lass ic scheme: the diamide gave 
amic-acid which then was converted to corresponding d iac id . 
Hydrolysis of maleamide occurred in a th ree consecutive 
competitive s t eps , the cycl isa t ion of diacid to imide (IV), 
opening of the ring to amic-acid (IVa) and transfoimation of amic-
acid to diacid (IVb). The ra te lav/s given are : 
d/"lV 7 
,^ " = kio / • diamide //"OH / (6) 
dt *^ *- _ _ -
d^IVa 7 
^t - k i i2 ^ " i m i d e j + k i i fimideJfOH'J^ (7) 
d^IVb 7 
~~ " ^IV2 Z " ^ i c acid_7^0H~_7 (8) 
dt 
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22 Mader studied the alkaline hydrolysis of 
Trifluoroacetanilide (I), It was shovm that rate of hydrolysis 
of (I) levelled off at high pH, well above its pKaand it was not 
due to the formation of unreactive anion (conjugate base). The 
anionic species of the substrate was described reactive giving 
the hydrolysis products and this level off was due to a 
limitation imposed by the rate of formation of reactive anionic 
species. The hydrolysis rates and their salt effects were in 
agreement with this explanation. The data were interpreted on 
the basis of following mechanism, 
RNHCOR' ! ^ Products 
A 
K 
A + OH" ^ ^ RNCOR' + H^O 
X -
0 OH 
. k I J 
A + OH ?••-- • ^ FINHCR' ^ RNCR' 
k o I I ^-2
OH OH 
+ HpO k ^ 
X •. _ ^ ' Y 
- H,0 k * 2 "i 
• Products 




where R « phenyl and R' = CF,. The following e^qjression for 
the observed pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te constant was obtained by 
use of the s teady-s ta te approximation for Y, 
''obs K^  + -: — j (9) 1 +K/-0H-_7 T k , -.k , +k , + k . r O H - 7 
25 Schowen and Zuorick dr-scriDed tha t the base catalysed 
hydrolysis of 2,2,2-trifluoro-N-me^:hylacetanilide (I) at 
pH 9 . 5 - 1 0 follows the kinet ic law as given in equation (10), 
d ^ I _ / 
dt - C'^j\^o - roH-_7(i^ i - ^ \ Z"Bi7)] (10) 
which corresponds to the superimposition of the general base 
catalysis upon specific hydr-oxide ion catalysis. The k^  term 
representing solvent catalysis and suxomation is overall bases, 
Bi , in the solution. The aDove equation is consistent with the 
three mechanisms in which general base catalysis is superimposed. 
Mechanism A (Scheme 8} represents classical general base 
catalysis of the decomposition of the III, while mechanism B 
corresponds to acid catalysis of the decomposition of intermediate 




I •• OH = = ± CF, - C - Nf 3 I \ 
OH 
( r ap id ) 
^6«5 
CP, - C - N ^ + B 
OH 









BH"" +CF^C02 + C^Hc NCH^ 
BH •^  + C^H^NCH^ > 3 + CgH^NHCH^ ( r ap id ) 
Mechanism B 
I I I + B 
0 




N<^  + BH" 
I I + BH' 
I I 
0 CH, 
1 I ^ 
CF, - C----N H B 
^6^5 
B + CF^C02 + C^H^NHCH^ 
Sch«ne 8 
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A t h i r d l e s s l i k e l y mechanism would c o n s i s t of genera l base 
c a t a l y s e d a t t a c k by hydroxide ion i n a concer ted displacement 
of N-methylan i l ide i o n . 
24 Schowen a l so s tud ied t h e k i n e t i c s of h y d r o l y s i s of 
2 , 2 , 2 - t r i f l u o r o - N - m e t h y l a c e t a n i l i d e in aqueous s o l u t i o n from 
pH 11.2 to 12 .6 . The k i n e t i c law was found to be c o n s i s t e n t 
wi th i n t e rmed ia t e formation of an adduct of amide and hydroxide 
ion I and genera l base ca ta lysed conversion of t h i s spec ie s t o 
p roduc t s as given in t h e fol lowing mechanism. 




Bunton e t a l . -^  worked on t h e a l k a l i n e h y d r o l y s i s of 
benzamide and N-^nethyl and N,N-dimethylbenzamide, T h e i r work 
provided an a d d i t i o n a l support fo r t h e formation and s t a b i l i t y 
of the t e t r a h e d r a l add i t i on i n t e n n e d i a t e . Alka l ine hyd ro lys i s 
of benzamide and N-methylbenzafflide but not N,N-dimethylbenzamide, 
were accompanied by ex tens ive oxygen exchange between water 
and t h e amide. The va lues of k / k , f o r benzamide decreased with 
ex' h 
- 14 -
increasing hydPDxide ion concenti^ation and were grea te r in 
deuterium than in protium oxide. For hydrolysis of benzamide, 
Kt Q / K) Q w='s found 1,4 and for N ,N-dimethylben2amide i t was 
0 .88. These differences occurred because of the solvent isotope 
effect upon the par t i t ion ing of the te t rahedra l intermediate 
derived from benzamide. In the alksiline hydrolysis of N,N-
dimethylbenzamide stnacture A could not be formed, 
Eriksson and Meresaar studied hydrolysis of methyl-
aminoacetanilide and diraethylaminoacetanilide and provided k ine t ic 
evidence for hydrogen ion catalysed breakdown of subs t ra t e -
hydroxide ion intermediate I as presented in Scheme 10. 
0" 





Rate equations were derived for the hydrogen and hydroxide ion 
catalysed hydrolysis of acidic and basic forms of the 
pO 
aminoacylanilides. These authors ' extended their work to get 
- 15 -
a more complete picture of the hydrolytic behaviour of 
aminoacylanilides. Tney studied the hydrolysis of corresponding 
propionanilide and butyranilide, as well as the quaternary 
trimethylammonioacylanilide cations derived from acetic, 
propionic and butyric acid. The mechanism proposed for the 
hydrolysis (Scheme 11) includes catalysis by OH" in the k, step. 
/ I k 1 1 
0NHCO(CH5)^ -N-CH,+ 0H~ ^=J=± ^NH - C-(CH,)^ - N'^-CH, 






Pollack and Eender investigated the hydroxide ion 
catalysed hydrolysis of p-nitroacetanilide (I) and 
p-formylacetanilide (II) at hydroxide ion concentration ranging 
- • 5 
from 10 to 1.0M. The marked change in rates for both the 
compounds were observed by changing hydroxide ion concentration. 
The kinetic order for (I) in hydroxide ion varied from 1.8 at 
low fOH'J to 0,4 at high / " O H " / , while for the ( I I ) , order 
- 16 -
was found 1.9 throughout the range inves t igated. At {'Oti'_/ 
below 0.1M, (I) reacted 25 times f a s t e r than ( I I ) . Both the 
compounds reacted substant ia l ly fas te r than predicted by the 
study of ring subst i tu ted acetani l ides with more electron-
donating subs t i tuen t s . The resu l t s were in te rpre ted in tenns 
of a mechanism (Schone 12) involving nucleophil ic a t tack o.t 
hydroxide ion to form te t rahedra l intermediate followed by 
ion isa t ion to dianion, ajid t h e i r unimolecular breakdown to 
ace ta te ion and ani l ide ion. 
0 K 0-




+ 0H- I r - . . 
K' 




An inverse solvent isotope effect for p -n i t roace tan i l ide 
(^ H 0/kr) 0 = 0.6\) at / " 0 D ' _ 7 = 4.60 x10"^M supported t h i s 
mechanism and ra te equation (11) was derived. 
. - 72 k^  k^ K' ^OH" V 
29 Yamana et a.l, ^ studied the mechanism of hydrolysis at 
subs t i tu ted a l ipha t i c amides in both acidic and basic media. 
The f i r s t - o r d e r ra te constants were determined for the a lka l ine 
hydrolysis of N-substi tuted amides and found to follow the 
k ine t i c equation: 
k^  « k2 /"0H~7 + k^ C^^'J^ (1^) 
The proposed mechanism i s given in Scheme 13. 
0 0 0 
" OH" I OH" ' 
R - C - NR^Rp , ^ R - C - NR^R2 , R - C - NR^R2 
OH 0~ 
RCOO + R^R2NH 
Scheme 13 
The followin(5 equation (13) was derived from the equation (12) 
by changing hydroxide ion concentration to general base 
concentration C^iJ' 
k. = (k;,+^ki ^^Bi 7) ^OH' 7 (13) 
1 
- 18 
A new type of basic amide hydrolysis characterised by 
alkyl nitrogen fission was presented by Stodola-'^  . It was 
described that amides of the type RNHCH(R^)CgH^N=NR^ 
/"R « alkyl C»0, aryl C =0, alkyl SO^, aryl SO,,, H2NC=G, 
CgH^NHC« 0, (C^H^)2NC = 0; R^" = H.CHyC^ti^; R^= Phenyl, 
substituted phenyl, naphthyl_7undergo basic hydrolysis to give 
RNH2 and R''c(=0)CgH^NHNHR^. The effect of structural 
modifications on the course of the hydrolysis of amides 
containing an azo group were studied and a mechanism for the 
reaction was proposed. 
51-^ !^  
Khan and Kharr •"' studied the kinetics of base 
catalysed hydrolysis of imides in this laboratory to investigate 
the reaction mechanism. They proposed the formation of mono 
and dianionic tetrahedral intermediates in the course of 
reaction and derived the rate equations. The hydrolysis of 
'51 
succinimide' was performed in highly alkaline medium which 
followed an irreversible first-order consecutive reaction path 
of the type;.' 
A - 1 2 ^ B ^^^^C 
where A,B ajid C stand for succinimide, succinamic acid and 
ammonia while k^ ^^ ^ and k^ ^^ g are the pseudo-first-order 
constants of the consecutive reaction. The variation of k^ ^^ ^ 
- 19 -
and kp , with a lka l i concentration was found to be in agT^'mi&nt 
with the equations: 
^1obs = ^ 1 * h CO'^'J 
2ob5 1 2 /"OH 7 (15} 
where B., B„, C^  and Cp are the arbitrary constants. The 
mechanism of two stage nydrolysis proposed is shown in Scheme ^^, 
First Step 
CH„ — C 
{ 
MM 
























\ s low slow. 










CHp •— C - NHp 
1 
CH, — C = 0 







CH^ — C - NHp 




I I I 
•»• O H " -
slow 
^2 
K ; ^ 
- > 
( : H 2 — c - NH 
CH, ~ C = 0 





CH2 — C = 0 











K k' A0H7 K. K .^ k' [O^J^ 
1obs ^ ^ j ^ ^ Q ^ y ^ ^ j ^ ^ Q j ^ . ^ 
^10.3 = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ rOHi; (17) ^1obs - K K 
(because K ^fOH'_7»1) 
h 4 c OH:/ 
^ 1 + K'^0H_7 
^2 Similar mec)ianism for the basic hydrolysis of phthalimide-^ 
was proposed supporting the formation of t e t r ahedra l intermediates. 
33 
The base catalysed hydrolysis of barb i tur ic acid was 
found to follow the i r r eve r s ib l e f i r s t - o r d e r consecutive reaction 
path: 
Barbiburic acid —^—^ Malonuric acid - = — ^ Ammonia 
The observed pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te cons tan t s ,k^ , and kp^v-g ; 
showed the regions of hydroxide ion dependence, (a) The reciprocal 
of the r a t e constants was linfi-arly dependent on the reciprocal of 
hydroxide ion concentration at low concentration, (b) At 
r e l a t i ve ly higher concentration of hydroxide ion the r a t e 
constants were found to be independent of the concentration of 
- 22 -
hydroxide i o n . (c) At high concen t r a t ion of hydroxide ion t h e 
r a t e cons tan t s were found to follov* the genera l r e l a t i o n s h i p : 
^obs = 31 + ^ C^^'J +c fOlTJ^ (19) 
The mechanism of t h e r e a c t i o n was p o s t u l a t e d and r a t e equat ions 
were der ived to de sc r i oe a l l t h e t h r e e regions of hydroxide ion 
dependence. The k i n e t i c s and mechanism of base c a t a l y s e d 
•5A 35 
h y d r o l y s i s fonnamide"^ and r e a c t i o n between 2-aminopyrimidine 
and sodium hydroxide were performed involving t e t r a h e d r a l a d d i t i o n 
i n t e r m e d i a t e s during the course of r e a c t i o n . 
The i n t r amo lecu l a r hydro lys i s of amides by s u i t a b l y 
36-40 
s u b s t i t u t e d func t iona l gr-oups sucn as hydroxyl group ^ 
Al -43 44 
carboxyl group o r imidazoyl groiqp occur much more r ap id ly 
than t h e i r analogous in t e rmolecu la r c a t a l y s i s . These 
i n t r a m o l e c u l a r p rocesses were s tud ied as t h e b a s i c concepts to 
unders tand t h e r e a c t i o n mechanism cind r e l a t i o n s h i p of s t r u c t u r e 
45 
and r e a c t i v i t y of injportant compounds . F a c i l i t a t i o n i n amide 
h y d r o l y s i s by a neighbouring a l i p h a t i c hydroxyl group was 
36 
recognised in t h e hydro lys i s of aldonamides , 7 - h y d r o x y -
37 46 ^ 3Q 
butyramide * » ' " hydroxybutyranilide-^^ and 2-hydroxymethyl-
47 37 
benzamide , Brijice and Marquardt e:>q3lained t h e r a p i d 
hyd ro lys i s of T— hydroxy butyramide on t h e b a s i s of a pathway 
involv ing i n t r amo lecu l a r n u c l e o p h i l i c displacement by t h e hydroxyl 
23 -
group on the .amide rpaction centre through intennediate lactone 
39 formation. Cunningham and Schmir provided kinetic evidence 
for the existence of an addition intermediate derived from 
intramolecular nucleophilic attack by the neighbouring hydroxyl 
group in 7 — hydroxybutyramide which was followed by the 
bifunctional catalysis of the conversion of intennediate to 
products. The mechanism suggested in neutral and alkaline 




















The mechanism presented leads to equation (20) for the depenaence 
of the observed f i r s t - o rde r ra te constant. 
fk^Q^^ Wk^ ^k^^ ^^/C^^J 
obs 
^^^'Kd W5 ^ ^9 -^  ^1 ) K /^fH "J 
(20) 
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The mioellar ca ta lys i s of amides for react ions of 
hydroxide ions were also invest igated ° " ^ ' . The ca ta lys i s of the 
basic hydrolysis of a ser ies of N-aryH*J-phenylbenzamides and a 
se r i e s of subst i tu ted N, N-diphenylbenzamides by micells of 
cetyltrimethylammonium br-oraide (CTAB) were described to occur by 
a mechanistic change on t ransfer from water to a micel lar 
50 environment-^ , In water, the reaction involves rate-determining 
solvent ass i s ted carbon-nitrogen bond breaking while in presence 
of micel les of CTAB, the at tack of hydroxide ion becomes ra te 
determining-step. The reactions of hydroxide ion in water with 
N-acylpyrrole, - indole and carbazole (acyl= acetyl or benzoyl) 
were found*^ second-order in OH in 10 M NaOH and f i r s t - o r d e r 
in more concentrated a lka l i solut ion, while react ions in micelles 
of CTAB were f i r s t - o r d e r in micelle bound OH for both 10 and 
0.05MNaOH. The anionic micelles of sodium laury l sulphate 
(NaLS) inhib i ted the hydrolysis . The ra te - ^ surfactant__7 p ro f i l e s 
for r a t e enhaiicements in CTAB and inl i ibi t ion in NaLS were analysed 
in terms of the d i s t r ibu t ion of 0H~ and amide between aqueous 
and micel lar pseudophases. 
- 25 -
STATEMENT OF THE PROBIJ^ M 
The work described in t h i s d i s se r ta t ion i s concerned with 
the hydrolysis of urea, sodium cyanate, malonamide, 
dicyandiamide, L-asparaglne, salicylaioide and Cu(II)-asparagine, 
Co(II)-asparagine, Cu(II)-salicylamide and Cu(II)Miialonamide 
complexes under highly alkal ine medium. These s tudies were 
undertaken with the following aims. 
(a) Alkaline hydrolysis of urea and malonajnide has heen 
ca r r i ed out to es tabl ish t h e i r pseudo-f i rs t -order consecutive 
nature and to evaluate ra te constants by solving transcendental 
equations. The mechanism of t h e i r hydrolysis has been establ ished. 
(b) Hydrolysis of urea i s expected to involve cyanate as 
s t ab le intennediate. Study of the hydrolysis of sodium cyanate 
has been undertaken to compare the values of ra te constant, k2, 
obtained in the second stage hydrolysis of urea with the values of 
pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te constaiits obtained for the hydrolysis 
sodiam cyanate. 
(c) The s tudies on the k ine t ics and mechanism of hydro-
l y s i s of dicyaridiamide, L-asparagine and salicylamide have been 
done to es tabl i sh the formation of mono and dianionic te t rahedra l 
ijitermediates. 
- 26 -
(d) The hydrolysis of Cu(II) complexes of L-asparagine, 
salicylamide and malonainide and Co(II) complex of L-asparagine 
has been studied with a view to understand the effect of 
complex formation on the hydrolysis of amides and to propose 
t h e i r mechanisms. 
- 27 -
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CHAPTER II 
HYDROLYSIS OF UREA 
AND SODIUM CYANATE 
- 31 -
INTRODUCTION 
Agricultural and biological importance of urea i s well 
knovm. Urea i s a weak base, which forms s a l t s with strong acids , 
I t i s stronger base than ordinary amides, t h i s fact i s a t t r ibu ted 
to the resonance s t ab i l i s a t ion of cation as given below: 
+ + + 
\\ ^ W "^ I 1 
0 ^OH OH OH 
Hydrolysis of urea occurs in ac id ic , neu t ra l and a lka l ine media 
and in presence of enzyme urease giving ammonia and carbondioxide 
as products . Fawsitt and Werner^ studied hydrolysis of urea by 
acids and by a l k a l i e s . They proposed formation of cyanate as an 
4-6 intermediate during the hydrolysis . In aqueous mineral acids 
the decomposition of urea i s not d i rec t ly subject to ca ta lys i s 
by hydrogen ions, where the intermediate,cyanate i s rapidly 
converted to ammonia and carbondioxide, while in base catalysed 
7 hydrolysis cyanate i s a s table in termedia te ' , 
7 Warner invest igated the k ine t ics of hydrolysis of urea 
in ac idic and a lkal ine media along with hydrolysis of sodium 
cyanate. He concluded tha t urea i s hydrolysed to ammonia and 
cyanate and t h i s reaction i s revers ible a t pH values a t which 
ammonia i s ionised. The intermediate step of cyanate formation 
was quant i ta t ively accounted for the whole pH range. Cyanate is 
" 32 
hydrolysed further to ammonia and carbondioxide. The r a t e of 
i t s hydrolysis was found independent of pH in a lka l ine so lu t ion , 
but increased rapidly below pH 9. 
Shaw and Bordeaux studied the decomposition of urea in 
acjjeous solution at various urea concentrations and at different 
temperatures. By employing the method of i n i t i a l ra tes the 
react ion was shown to be f i r s t - o rde r with respect to urea . No 
appreciable change was observed by changing acid concentration 
and ionic s t rength. Various mechanisms were discussed in l igh t of 
t h e i r f indings. 
The k ine t ics of the hydrolysis of cyanic acid was studied 
Q 
by Amell , The r a t e was expressed by equat ion ( 1 ) , 
Rate » k ^ / " HOCHj-h ^^z/^y^) f HOQi J^ f 0ti' J (1) 
and t h e mechanism was p resen ted as fo l lows: 
H"^  + OCN" :^ =:± KOCN ^=± HNCO Fast 
HNCO + HpO • NH2COOH Slow 
NH^COOH » - N H ^ - K : 0 „ Fast 
NH + H"*" > - N H / Fast 
2HNC0 • NH2COOCN Fast 
NH2COOCN +0H' >-NH2C00H+OCN" Slow 
Scheme 1 
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The reaction mechanism describes carbonic acid and a dimer of 
cyanic acid as intermediates. There was no effect of ionic 
strength on the hydrolysis. 
The kinetic data on urea, thiourea and methylated thioureas 
10 
were assanbled and compared by Shaw and Walker . It was suggested 
that urea and its derivatives decomposed via intramolecular 
hydrogen transfer and losening of C-N bond of the activated complex. 
The postulated mechanism is given below: 
1 
H ^C, H 
/ \ 
H H 
^ = ^ 
/ 
NH, + 3 
' H 
\ . . ^ 0 
N ;; C-^ 
1-^  1 
H 







N a C = 
H H H 
NOO" 
Similar mechanisms were proposed for th iourea, dimethylthiourea 
and t r imethyl thiourea . 
The k ine t ics of a lkal ine hydr-olysis of urea was invest igated 
11 by Lynn to describe the mechanism. The pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te 
constants were calculated and l i nea r i t y was observed by p lo t t ing 
(k V - k^)/OH'') with respect to hydroxide ion concentration. 
The va l id i t y of the following equation (2) was indicated, 
- 3A -
wh 
^^obs " ^^^ ' L^^J = i^ 2 -^  ^3 C^^'J (2) 
ere k^  is the specific rate constant for the hydrolysis in water, 
Kp is that for reaction first-order in both urea and hydroxide 
ion concentration, and k, is that for reaction first-order in 
substrate and second-order witL respect to base concentration. The 
oiechanism suggested for the hydrolysis in alkaline solution was 
:ne same as proposed earlier for the hydrolysis of anilides by 
1 ? Biechler and Taft ". The analogy of equation (2) was observed with 
the equation evaluated for the hydrolysis of anilides. The route 
of hydrolysis of urea in sodiuai hydroxide solution was shown to 
follow the reaction path as presented in Scheme 3. 
0 0 ' O" 
II ,„ I I 
h - C - NR'R" + OH ; z ± ^ R - C - NR'R" / U H " / " R - C - N R ' R " / 




/~R = NH^  and R' = R" = Hj 
ocneme 3 
Arrhenius energies of activation for the reactions uni- and 
Dimolecular in base arid corresponding entropies were estimated. 
.J. 
The large negative value of AS"^ was described to verify the 
expectation that the mtennediate I and II have l i t t l e stabilisation. 
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Though Lynn aad presented mechanism of the reaction but 
neither he defined rate-determining step nor did he give rate 
expression for the reaction mechanism. We have tr ied to analyse 
Kinetic data to present the rate ecjuation and plausible 
mechanism of urea hydix)lysis in alkaline medium. The studies 




Urea (BDH) was used as such without further purification, 
while sodium cyanate (Fluka) was recrystallised from alcohol and 
water. The solutions of urea and sodium cyanate were prepared 
using double distilled water. 
Stock solutions of sodium hydroxide (E.Merck) and 
hydrochloric acid (AnalR K)H) were prepared in double distilled 
water. Sodium nitrate (E.Merck) was used for the adjustment of 
ionic strength. Nessler's reagent was prepared -^ by dissolving 
35 gm of potassium iodide (AnalR BDH) in 100 ml water. Four 
percent solution of mercuric chloride (AnalR BDH) was then added 
with constant stirring till a slight red precipilate remained 
(about 325 ml was required). Then with constant stirring a 
solution of 120 gm of sodium hydroxide in 250 ml water was 
introduced and made upto one litre with distilled water. A 
little more mercuric chloride solution was added until a permanent 
turbidity appeared. The mixture was then kept for one day and 
decanted. The solution of Nessler's reagent thus prepared was 
kept in a dark coloured bottle. 
Stock solutions of sulphuric acid (AnalR BDH) 50 percent 
by volume, diacetyl monoxime (Koch-Light) 3 percent by weight and 
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thiosemicarbazide (Koch-Light) 0.5 percent by weight were 
prepared in double distilled water. Working diacetyl monoxime 
solution was prepared by mixing 67 ml stock diacetyl monoxime 
with 67 ml stock thiosemicarbazide and then diluted to 500 ml 
with water. 
KINETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
The kinetic studies were carried out by adopting two 
independent methods. In one case, the concentration of ammonia, 
a product of the reaction,was measured at different time 
intervals and in the other case urea itself was estimated, 
1. STUDIES WITH THE ESTIMATION OF AMMONIA CONCENTRATION: 
The requisite volumes of all the reactants except sodium 
hydroxide were taken in a two necked reaction vessel fitted with 
a double surface condenser to check any evaporation. The appro-
priate concentration of sodium nitrate was used to maintain 
the ionic strength. The reaction mixture was then thermostated 
in an oil bath at the desired temperature within the precision 
of + 0.1 • The reaction was started by adding the requisite 
volume of sodium hydroxide solution and zero time was taken 
when half of it had been transferred to the vessel. As the 
reaction proceeded the evolved ammonia was swept out by a current 
of nitrogen gas and was absorbed in hydrochloric acid at 
different time intervals. The concentration of absorbed ammonia 
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vtfas aetennineci spec t rophotorae t r i ca l ly by N e s s l e r i s a t i o n us ing 
a s tandard p l o t of o p t i c a l dens i ty versus known ammonium 
-6 -3 
c h l o r i d e concen t r a t i ons ranging from 4,0 x 10 mol dm t o 
oO.O X 10" mol dm , Al l t h e spec t rophotometr ic measurements 
were made a t 450 nm us ing Bausch and Lomb S p e c t r o n i c - 2 0 . 
2 . STUDIES WITH THE ESTIMATION Or UREA CONCENTRATION: 
The r e a c t i o n was c a r r i e d out in two necked r e a c t i o n 
v e s s e l by mixing r e a c t a n t s a t dea i red tempera ture of the rmos ta t 
as desc r ibed in e a r l i e r experiment. The concen t r a t i on of u rea 
was es t imated by tak ing out r e a c t i o n mixture a t d i f f e r e n t t ime 
i n t e r v a l s and a f t e r coo l i ag , 2,0 ml of i t was n e u t r a l i s e d with 
s t andard ac id s o l u t i o n . The pink colour was developed i n t h e 
b o i l i n g t e s t tube by adding 4.0 m] of 50 pe rcen t su lphu r i c ac id 
and 2.0 ml of working d i a c e t y l monoxime s o l u t i o n in r e a c t i o n 
mixture and then hea t ing i t fo r ten minutes in b o i l i n g water 
b a t h . The o p t i c a l dens i ty of pink colour so ob ta ined was measured 
a t 500 nm and then concen t ra t ion of unreac ted u rea was es t imated 
from s tandard p l o t of o p t i c a l dens i ty ve r sus u rea s o l u t i o n s of 
-6 -3 
known concen t r a t ions ranging from 5.0 x 10 mol dm t o 
35.0 x 10"° mol dni~- .^ This carbraiiiido d i a c e t y l r e a c t i o n '^^does 
ne t g ive any co lour witn :yanatp or ajnmonium i o n s . 
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THEXDRETICAL TREATMENT OF KINETIC DATA: 
The calculat ion of r a t e constants for a complex reaction 
i s ra ther complicated and the simplest complex reaction involving 
two i r r eve r s ib l e f i r s t - o r d e r consecutive steps may be represented 
s toichiometr ical ly as : 
A — U B —^=^ X (3) 
where A, B and X represerit reac tant , intermediate product and 
f i na l product respectively while k. and kp stand for rate constants 
of the two s t eps . The expressions for the concentrations of A, B 
21 
and X at any time t , were f i r s t obtained by Esson as discussed 
0 7 
in d e t a i l by Frost and Pearson^'' and are given below: 
/J A J > A^e'^l^ (4) 
CK7- ^ ( e-^1^ - e -V ) (5) 
where A i s the i n i t i a l concentration of reactant. 
The rate constants for f i r s t - o rde r consecutive steps of 
equation (3) were calculated by Khan and IChan'''''^^'^^ in our 
laboratory during the studies of succinimide, barbituric acid 
- AO -
and phthalimide in a lkal ine aiedium by introducing a dimensionless 
parameter in equation (6) , which becomes: 
A o T l * TT? ' " " " • ' ' ' - " " ^ ' ' ' * ' - ^ " ' 
where p = kp/k . . The equation (7) was solved for k^ by introducing 
24 
various t r i a l values of P using Newton-Raphson method. A 
computer programme for these calculat ions was developed. 
During the s tudies of hydrolysis of diamides i t was found 
tha t ammonia i s evolved in ooth steps and in the measurements the 
sum of the two concentrations i s obtained. To solve t h i s problem 
the method described by Swain" was used where F i s defined as 
a function of time which i s equal to {^B_7+^C_7l and equation 
(3) and (4) were combined to get an expression for F as given in 
equation (8 ) . 
F = A^  ^ 2 - ( ^ l l ^ ) p-^t„. ( ~ 1 - ) e-^2'^ 7 (8) 
He developed and used with considerable success a generalised 
solut ion of equation (8) when the experimental data were obtained 
in the form of F versus t d i r ec t l y . The generalised solution 
was presented in the fonn of a table of p versus k^t values for 
di f ferent percentage reactions^ If the data of two different 
percentage reactions p lot ted on two s€anitransparent sheets of 
logarithmic graph paper and i f one i s l a id over the o ther , 
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Qisplacing tfte abscissas by -in amount equal to the ra t io of the 
times for the two percentage reac t ions , k^  and kp obtained 
d i rec t ly from p and k^t values of the in t e r sec t ion . 
Swain presented a table of p versus k^t values for 15» 35 
and 70 percent reac t ions . For a very slow reac t ion , l i ke 
hydrolysis of urea, i t i s d i f f i cu l t to follow the reaction upto 
35 and 70 percent completion especial ly at low temperatures and 
low hydroxide ion concentrations. We have developed a computer 
programme by using equation tB) for the calculat ion of ra te 
constants of hydirjlysis of diamide in excess of sodium hydroxide 
where ammonia i s evolved in oorh s teps . The equations tha t lead 
to obtain ra te constants arc- as follows. On making the 
subs t i t u t ions : 
c "^ 1 
equation (8) i s reduced to equation (9) . 
0v/>- 1) = ^-P^ ..{2p-^) e " ^ (9) 
This i s a transcendental equation not readily solved for Q . 
However i f Q i s guessed as the value of Q the e r ro r , ^ , can be 
closely approximated. 
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In t h i s way, the values of 6 were obtained using equation (10) 
in the computer programme at a given P and at d i f ferent time 
In te rva ls from the values of F for given set of reac t ion . The 
r a t i o s of consecutive values of Q , i . e . ^^/^2 » 2 / 5 ^ , ^llQ^^y . . . . 
along with corresponding ra t ios of times ( ^jX^^ 2 / t , , 3 / t ^ ) 
were calculated. Now, the various t r i a l values of P were 
introduced and the best value of P was obtained by select ing one 
of these t r i a l values for which the difference of the sum of 
squares of r a t i o s of Q was minimum to the sum of squares of r a t i o s 
of t imes. I n i t i a l readings of the k ine t ic runs were not taken 
for the calculat ions as concentration of intermediate was very low. 
Computer programme for VAX-11 in FORTRAN IV i s given in Appendix 
(Programme 1) . 
The pseudo-first-or-der ra te constants for hydrolysis of 
urea (by estimating unreacted urea concentration) and for hydrolysis 
of sodium cyanate wer-e detenninec, using equation (4) , In these 
s tud ies , p lo t s of log (Ac-X) versus t were found to be l i nea r 
with slope of - k/2.303. The kjjietics of hydrolysis of urea and 
sodium cyanate were studied under varying concentration of 
r eac t an t s , ionic strength and temperature. All the observations 
corresponding to urea and sodium cyanate hydrolysis are given in 
the following t a b l e s . 
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TABLE - 1 
Variation of Urea Concentration 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
Ionic Strength ( p ) 
Temperature 
1,00 mol dm 


















0.002 mol dm'^ 



























-3 0.004 mol dm -^  














TABLE - 2 
Variation of Urea Concentration 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) a 0,50 mol dm 














































0.010 mol dm"' 
10^ X „:, 













lO^ 'l^ lobs = 5.13 min-^ 
''0^ 2^obs = 2.62 min-^ 
lO^ 'kiobs = 5.43 min-'' 
^0^^2obs = 2.06 min-^ 
TABLE - 3 
- ^b -
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of Urea (A ) -3 = 0,008 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
















10 ^ lobs 
1^^2obs 
= 0,00 












= 5.56 min 
» 2.55 min''' 














lo'^ l^obs = 
1Q^^2obs = 






















T/iBLK - 4 
Var ia t ion of Ion i c S t r eng th 
Concent ra t ion of Urea (A^) = 0.008 mol dm -5 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 

























































-3 1.50 mol dm 
4 











= 5.04 min''' 
= 2.72 min''' 
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TABLE - 3 
Variation of Temperature 
-3 Concentration of Urea (A^) = 0,008 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 

















= 348 K 




























- 353 K 














^O^'^obs ' 2.86 min"^ 
^ o \ o b s = ''•23 min-^ 
1*8 ~ 
TABLE - 6 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of Urea (A^) « 0,008 mol dm "^  
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
















» 358 K 
r 





























= 368 K 
4 











.37 min' ' ' 
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TABLE - 7 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Urea (A^) = 0.008 mol dm"^ 
Ionic strength ( p ) =0.50 mol dm -^  
Temperature = 363 K 
/"NaOH 7 = 0.05 mol dm"^ /"NaOH 7 = 0,10 mol dm"^ 
Time 10 X „, Time 10 X _, 
min mol dm min mol dm 
60 1.11 60 1.42 
120 2.48 140 3.44 
225 4.75 300 7.96 
305 6.81 370 9.70 
365 8.47 420 11.27 
435 10.40 485 13.24 
495 12.01 540 15.08 
555 13.39 600 16.96 
675 15.25 660 19.01 
780 18.69 750 22.50 
870 22.05 870 25.34 
930 25.13 
O^'^ kiobs = 2.20 min-'' ^o\^^^ = 2.72 min"^ 
10^k2o^g = 2.21 min"' ''^ ^^ 2obs = ^'^^ min"^ 
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TABLE - 8 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Urea (A^) = 0.008 mol dm -^ 
Ionic Strength ( p ) » 0,50 mol dm ^ 
Temperature = 363 K 






































-3 1.0 mol dm 












^O^'^obs = ^5.93 min-^ ''O^'klobs = ^.04 min"^ 
^0^^2obs ' ''-25 min-'' 10 \2obs = 2.12 miJi-^ 
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TABLE - 9 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Urea (A ) » 0.008 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( /A ) =0 .50 mol dm 

























































1o\^Q^g » 7.38 min''' ^°\obs ' ^^'^^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 10 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Urea (A ) = 0*008 mol dm"^ 
o' 
Ionic Strength ( p ) » 0.50 mol dm 























































^ O ^ o b s - ^-59 min-1 1o5k2^^^3 » 2.15 min"^ 
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TABLE- 11 
Va r i a t i on of Sodium Cyanate Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Sodiim Hydroxide » 1.00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p ) = 0.50 mol dm"-^  
Temperature = 363 K 
" 7 ^ 73 






















































^ O \ o b s = 2.15 mi^r'' ^ O \ o b s - 2.17 min-^ 
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TABLE - 12 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Cyanate Concent ra t ion 
-3 Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
-3 I o n i c S t reng th ( p ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 














^0^^2obs ' 2 .15 min' 




























i_7= 0.010 mol dm'" 















TABLE - 13 
Var ia t ion of Sodium Cyanate Concentra t ion 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
-3 Ion ic S t reng th ( p ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 
Temperature = 363 K 
/"Sodium Cyanate_7= 0.012 mol dm"-^  >^"Sodium Cyanate_7= 0.014 mol dm"-^  
-3 
Time 10" X Time 10^ X 
min mol dm mjji mol dm 
45 11.58 45 10.92 
90 20.13 90 22.13 
140 28.20 V ^ 32.79 
195 38.05 210 43.22 
260 49.62 265 51.92 
330 57.79 345 66.85 
380 64.11 405 77.30 
435 71.60 470 83.81 
510 78.23 525 89.80 
585 83.44 600 95.78 
^0^^2obs = 2.03 min-^ 1»^i<2obs = ^'^^ °^i"'' ' 
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TA3LE - 14 
Var ia t ion of Ionic S t rength 
Concentra t ion of Sodium Cyanate (A ) = 0.008 mol dm -3 
Concentra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide 
Temperature 
= 1,00 mol dm 






mol dm ~3 
ju =0 .25 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 











































lO^k 2obs = 1.92 min 
-1 
''0^ 2^obs ' '••98 min 
-1 
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TABLE - 1 5 
Var i a t ion of Ion ic S t reng th 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Cyanate (;» ) »^ 0.008 mol dm -3 
Concentra t ion i 
Temperature 



































= 1.00 mol 
= 363 K 

































TABLE - 16 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of Sod.i.ura Cyanate (A ) » 0.008 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
Ionic Strength ( \i ) 
c 1.00 mol dm 






















































1o\2obs =0-96 min"'' ^ o \ o b s = 1-56 min -1 
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T.ABLE - 17 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of SodiiiDa Cyanate (A ) 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 






























= 358 K 









































io\ 2obs 1,69 min 
-1 
^0^^2obs = 2.56 min"'' 
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TABLE 18 
Var ia t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Cyanate (A ) = 0.008 mol dm~^ 
Ionic Strength ( p ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm" 





























































^O^obs = 2.23 min-^ ^ o \ o b s = 1.98 min-^ 
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TABLE - 19 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Sodiiun Cyanate (A } » 0.008 mol dm "^  
Ionic Strength ( ju ) » 0.50 mol dm~ 




























































» 1.92 rain''' 
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TABLE - 20 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Sodium Cyanate (A ) = 0.008 mol dm" 
Ionic Strength ( ju) = 0.50 mol dm -^ 

















1.50 mol dm -^  
10^ X 
- • 5 















































TABLE - 21 
Variation of Urea Concentration 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide =» 3,00 mol dm"^ 
Ionic Strength ( p ) = 0 , 5 0 mol dm~^ 
Temperature « 368 K 

































^^ ''klobs = 21.^ +3 min-'' 10\^Q^g = 18.18 min -1 
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TABLE - 22 
Variation of Urea Concentration 
-5 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 3.00 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) « 0,50 mol dm 






































O^^ 'klobs - ^9.19 min-^ ^O^'^obs = ''^.H min 
-1 
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TABLE - 23 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of Urea (A ) » 0.0001 mol dm~^  
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide • 3.00 mol dm 



















































TABLE - 24 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of Urea (A^) = 0,0001 mol dm"^ 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide (B ) a 3•00 mol dm -^ 








































l 0 \ ^ Q ^ g " ^^'^^ "^^^"^ ^'^''^lobs = ^7.75 min-^ 
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TABLE - 25 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of Urea (A^) = 0.0001 mol dm"-^  
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 3 . 0 0 mol dm 











Temperature = 3^8 K 
10^(A -X) 
-3 







Temperature » 353 K 
Time lO^(A^-X) 













' '^Npbs' ^'^^ ^^'^ ^° \obs = 7.20 min''' 
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TABLE - 26 
Var ia t ion of Temperature 
Concentrat ion of Urea (A ) » 0.0001 mol dm •" 
Concentrat ion of Sodium Hydroxide =» 3.00 mol dm" 





























= 363 K 



























^^^obs ' ^ ' ^ ^^^'^ ' '^Nobs "" '^'^•''^ ™^""'' ' '^Sobs " ''^•''^ ™^'^ 
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TABLE - 27 
Var ia t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Urea (A,J = 0.0001 mol dm"^ 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( p ) = 0.50 mol dm"^ 
Temperature = 368 K 
^NaOH_7 - 0.50 mol dju'-^ ^"NaOK^ = 1.00 mol dm"-"^  
Time 10^(A^-X) Time 10^(A^-X) 
-3 -3 

























''°\obs = '^'^^ ^^'^ ''^Nobs ' ^-^"^ ' " ^ " ^ 
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TABLE - 28 
Var i a t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Urea (A ) = 0.0001 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( u ) 
Temperature 
= 0.50 mol dm 





























.7 = 2.00 mol dm "^  








''Aobs " ^"'^ '"^"^ ^ A o b s = ''^•74 min-'' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The hydrolysis of urea in alkaline medium is irreversible 
consecutive first-order reaction giving ammonia in both the 
steps and is presented as: 
NH^-CONH^ laL-Ste£^ ^ .^ -^ ^  ^^ ^ step^ ^„ ^ ^Q 
lobs 2obs 
(A) (B) (X) 
The ra te consitants ^-IQWQ and l^oobs ^^^® calculated using 
Programme 1, 
The effect of concentration of urea (A ) on i t s hydrolysis 
was studied at 363 K« The observed ra te constants^k^, and 
K,, , were found to be independent of the i n i t i a l concentration 
of urea. Similarly^ no effect of the var ia t ion of ionic strength (}i) 
was observed. The temperature dependence on hydrolysis was studied 
within the range of 348 to 368 K and the pseudo-first-order rate 
constants were found to be in good agreement with Arrhenius and 
26 Eyring equations (11) and (12). 
-Ea / RT 
k » Ae /-J-]) 
k •.^l.e^^'^/^ - ^ H ^ V R T e " " ' " . e " " / - ^ (12) 
h 
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Here a l l the symbols have t h e i r usual s ignif icance. The Arrhenius 
p l o t s (In k. ^g and In kp^^^ versus I/T) are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. The values of pre-exponential factors and other ac t ivat ion 
parameters corresponding to k ^ ^ and ^pobs ^^^® determined 
(Table 35) . The dependence of hydrolysis on sodium hydroxide 
-3 
concentration within the range of 0.05 to 3.00 mol dm at 363 K was 
s tudied. The r a t e constants evaluated under d i f ferent conditions 
of react ion eire summarised in Tables 29,31,33 and 36, The r e su l t s 
of p l o t t i n g of k^^^g and ^pobs ^S^iinst hydroxide ion concentration 
are shown in Figure 3 , The ra te constant, k^ QVjgi increases with 
hydroxide ion concentration and i t follows the empirical equation 
(13), 
l^obs = s^  ^ ^ 2 con'J (13) 
where B^  amd B^ are the arbitrary constants. The second step rate 
constant, ^ pobs' showed no significant variation with sodium 
hydroxide concentration (Table 36), 
The rate of hydrolysis of urea in aqueous medium was 
3 7 8 described ' * to be independent of hydrogen ion concentration 
between pH 2 and pH 12, while rate decreased below pH 2 and increa-
sed above pH 12, It was demonstrated that at pH values 7,13 and 1A 
the reaction was an elimination yielding as a sole products ammonia 
27 — — 
and cyanic acid , The dependence on /~0H _7above pH 12 was ascribed 
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to specif ic base ca ta lys i s of the elimijiation reac t ion . 
The mechajiism consistent with the observed k ine t i c data 
for the hydrolysis of urea under alkaLljie conditions i s represented 
by Scheme 4. The f i r s t step i s an elimination react ion involving 
a fast pre-equilibrium followed by decomposition and leads to specif ic 
hydroxide ion ca ta lys i s (ElcB). The usual mechanism of a lkal ine 
11 12 hydrolysis of amides * that involves acyl oxygen f i ss ion by the 
addit ion of hydroxide ion to the carbonyl groi^) to form te t rahedra l 
intermediate followed by i t s decomposition to give products may be 
applied for urea hydrolysis . But t h i s mechanism does not sui tably 
explains formation of cyanate ion from te t rahedra l intermediate . 
The mechanism presented in Scheme k has been adequately si5)ported 
28 29 by var ie ty of models * ^ explaining cyanate fonnation as s table 
28 intermediate product. Bender and Homer presented elimination 
reaction for the a lkal ine hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl N^nethylcar-
bamate in place of acyl oxygen f iss ion mechanism involving t e t r a -
hedral intermediate . 
The proposed mechanism for the f i r s t step of Scheme 4 could 
be represented by the k ine t ic equation (14). 
Nobs -- < - ^ ^ Conj (14) 
This equation i s s imilar to the empirical equation (13) with 
B^  = k^ and B2 * k!| K ; k^ represents the Intercept of the Figure 3 . 
. 7A -
The p laus ib le mechanism for the second step hydrolysis of 
urea involved addition of water molecule to cyanate ion (B) as 
rate-detenninJjig s tep . The carbamic acid (D) formed as an 
addit ion product i s unstable and readi ly decomposes to ammonia and 
carbon-dioxide. Therefore, complete hydrolysis of urea in a lkal ine 
medium occurs by an elimination-addition mechanism. 
STUDIES ON HTOROLYSIS OF UREA CARRIED OUT BY ESTIMATION UN REACTED 
UREA: 
The hydrolysis of urea was studied separately by estimating 
unreacted urea to conflnn the k ine t ic observations for the f i r s t 
step of the reac t ion . The pseudo-f i rs t -order r a t e constants were 
calcula ted by varying i n i t i a l concentration of urea, ionic 
s t reng th , temperature and sodium hydroxide concentration which are 
summarised in Tables 30,32,34 and 37. Thermodynamic parameters 
were calculat€»d and compared with those obtained for f i r s t step 
of urea hydrolysis (Table 35). The p lo t of k^ j^ versus [ ^^'^ J 
i s given in Figure 4. The experimental data f i t the empirical 
equation (13) which was found for f i r s t step of urea hydrolysis 
studied by estimating ammonia. 
STUDIES ON HYDROLYSIS OF CYANATE ION: 
The second stage hydrolysis of urea is synonymous with 
hydrolysis of sodium cyanate. Therefore, its hydrolysis was 
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car r ied out under the iden t ica l conditions as done for urea 
hydrolysis by estimating ammonia. This study pixsvides an 
addi t ional support to the observed k ine t ic data of second step of 
tife reac t ion . Hydrolysis of sodium cyanate i s t r ea ted as simple 
f i r s t - o r d e r reaction and the observed ra te constants were found 
in close agreement with kp^ ^^ g obtained from urea hydrolysis 
(Tables 29,31f33 and 36). The ra te constants were found to be 
independent of a lka l i concentration (Figure 5 ) . The ra te 
equation (15), 
derived on the basis of mechanism for the second step of urea 
hydrolys is , also shows independence on ^0H"_7» 
Suff icient ly large negative value of the entropy of 
ac t iva t ion indicates tha t the t r ans i t i on s t a t e involved in the 
c r i t i c a l ra te determining step i s more polar than the reactant 
s t a t e . Independence of ra te on ionic strength i s expected when 
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Figure 1 Effect of temperature on k^ obs ^^^ 
Hydrolysis of Urea 
(curvel by estimating Ammonia • 









•^^  1/T«10^ 2.8 2.9 
Figure 2 Effect of tempereture o^ i k2ob^or . 
Hydrolysis of Urea(curvel) & for 







Figure 3 Effect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide on <^iQ5^ for 
Hydrolysis of Urea 
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Figure ^ 
1.0 2.0 3.0 
[0H~] 
Ef fect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 











Figure 5 Effect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
on k2ob^ or Hydrolysis of Sodium Cyanote 
TABLE - 29 
Concentration Dependence of it. , and kp^^ for Hydrolysis of 
Urea and Sodium Cyanate. 






































Conditions: ^ Na0H_7:= 1.00 mol dm"^; p =0.50 mol dm"^; T » 365 K 
TABLE - 30 









Conditions: ^"'NaOH_7= 3.00 mol dm"^; ju - 0 . 5 0 mol dm"^; 
T » 368 K 
* Calculated by estimating urea concentration 
- 8:5 -> 
TABLE - 31 
Ionic Strength Dependence of k^ ^^ ^ and kp.].- for Hydrolysis 
of Urea and Sodium Cyanate. 
Ionic Strength 
-3 




























Conditions: C^QJ' ^*^^^ °°°^ dm"-^ ; ^Na0H_7« 1.00 mol dm'"^ ; 
T « 363 K 
TABLE - 32 
Ionic Strength Dependence of k^  , * for Hydrolysis of Urea, 
4 
Ionic Strength 10 k ^ ^ 






Conditions: C^QJ' 0.00010 mol dm"^; ^"Na0H_7= 3.00 mol dm"-^ ; 
T » 368 K 
* Calculated by estimating urea concentration. 
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TABLE - 33 
Temperature Dependence of k^  ^ and k2QV^  for Hydrolysis 































Conditions;: C^QJ' 0.008 mol dm"'^ ; ^Na0H_7= 1.00 mol dm"-^ ; 
-3 p a 0.50 mol dm ' 
TABLE - 34 
Temperature Dependence of k. . * for Hydrolysis of Urea, 







Conditions: [^^J^ O.OOOlOmol dm"^; ^Na0H_7- 3.00 mol dm" ;^ 
p » 0.50 mol dm 
* Calculated by estimating urea concentration. 
TABLE - 35 
Activation Parameters 
A-llobs^B 








Reaction A F ' ^ AH'^ - A S " ^ E^ ^ In A 
kJ^mol"^ kJmol'^ JK"''mol'^ kJmol"'' Sec" 
112.38 60.72 142.31 63.73 9.44 
(110.00) (56.86) (146.39) (59.58) (8.94) 
55.34 8.09 
(52.68) (7.11) 
a Calculated from equation A F ^ » AH"^- TAS^'^at 363 K. 
The values in brackets are obtained from sodium cyanate hydrolysis 
for ^^Q^Q and from urea hydrolysis for kp-v by estimating urea 
concentrat ion. 
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TABLE - 36 
Sodiiam Hydroxide Concentrat ion Dependence of k^^^g ^^^ 
kp , f o r Hydrolysis of Urea and Sodium Qyanate. 
/"NaOH 7 Urea Hydrolysis Sodium Cyanate Hydrolysis 
mol dm"5 1 0 \ o b s ^o'l^obs 




































Condi t ions : ^ A / » 0.008 mol dm"^; p = 0 . 5 0 mol dm"^; 
T = 363 K 
TABLE - 37 
Sodium Hydroxide Concentrat ion Dependence of I^-IQ^S^ 
f o r Hydrolysis of Urea. 











Condi t ions : /"A 7=0 .00010 mol dm"3 ; p = 0.50 mol dm"-^; 
T . 368 K 
* Calcula ted by es t ima t ing urea concen t r a t i on . 
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INTRUDUCnON 
Malonamlde i s a diamide of malonic ac id and i t s 
d e r i v a t i v e s a r e known to have hypnotic a c t i o n . The k i n e t i c s 
of ac id hyd ro ly s i s of malonamide along with malonamic ac id 
was s t ud i ed by Ivory et a l , and during t h e course of r e a c t i o n 
malonamide was shown to produce malonamic ac id as an i n t e r m e d i a t e . 
The r a t e cons t an t s fo r the conversion of malonamide t o malonamic 
ac id and f u r t h e r to malonic acid were c a l c u l a t e d . Graphic 
a n a l y s i s of t h e data showed t h a t both t h e r a t e s were p r a c t i c a l l y 
i d e n t i c a l . In s u f f i c i e n t excess of a c i d , k i n e t i c s was 
desc r ibed t o be of f i r s t - o r d e r and was c o n s i s t e n t wi th t h e 
e x i s t e n c e of two consecut ive r e a c t i o n s . The measured r a t e of 
h y d r o l y s i s of one amide group was not markedly e f f ec t ed by a 
change from amide to carboxyl group due to damping e f f ec t of 
i n t e r v e n i n g methylene gr-oup. The r e s u l t s were d i scussed i n terms 
of t h o s e found by Ha l l " while p o s s i b i l i t y of decarboxyla t ion 
dur ing hyd ro ly s i s of malonamic acid was ru l ed o u t . These 
workers furt;her s tud ied the r a t e s of hyd ro lys i s i n excess of 
HCl of m e t h y l - ( I ) , n i t r o - ( I I ) , £ind amino malonamides ( I I I ) , and 
methyl malonjimic ac id ( IV) , The r e s u l t s were compared wi th t hose 
of malonamide and malonamic ac id and f o r oxamide and oxamic 
ac id . No simple r e l a t i o n was found between t h e e l e c t r o n -
r e p e l l i n g o r e l e c t r o n - a t t r a c t i n g p r o p e r t i e s of t h e s u b s t i t u e n t 
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groups and the observed ra tes of hydrolysis . F i r s t -o rde r 
k ine t i c s was shown and for each of the three diamides a t any 
p a r t i c u l a r acid concentration the p lo t s were l i n e a r upto about 
50 percent hydrolysis . From the l i nea r pa r t s of the graphs 
corresponding to the f i r s t half of the hydrolysis , the ra tes 
of hydrolysis of f i r s t amide group were detected. The ra tes 
of hydrolysis of the second amide group were calculated from 
slopes of l i nea r p l o t s of the second half . 
The s tudies on the a lkal ine hydrolysis of diamides of 
organic dibasic acids are not vexy extensive because of the 
consecutive nature of the reaction which gives transcendental 
r a t e expressions. The k inet ics of hydrolysis of malonamide in 
5 
a lka l ine medium was studied by Vigneron-Voortman et a l . and 
they presented the following c lass ic scheme of hydrolysis of 
diamides. 
^ CONH, ^ COO" ^ COO" 
CH„ — U CH^ — ^ CH, 
^ OH' < OH" < 
CONH2 ^ CONH2 COO 
Scheme 1 
The work described herein is concerned with the k ine t ics 
of a lka l ine hydrolysis of malonamide. The transcendental equation 
has been solved for the ra te constants and the mechanism for 




Malonamide (Fluka) was used as such without f u r t h e r 
p u r i f i c a t i o n . Sodium n i t r a t e ^ sodium hydroxide and hydroch lo r i c 
ac id used , were of reagent g rade . Carbonate f r ee sodium 
hydroxide s o l u t i o n was used in t he se s t u d i e s . All t h e s o l u t i o n s 
were prepared in double d i s t i l l e d water , 
KINETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
The procedure adopted fo r k i n e t i c measuremeits of ammonia 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s during malonamide hydro lys i s was same as descr ibed 
in Chapter I I fo r u r e a . 
CALCULATIONS:: 
The r e a c t i o n s were c a r r i e d out in excess of sodium 
hydroxide concent ra t ion and the r a t e c o n s t a n t s , k ^ , and kp ij , 
were determined as descr ibed in Chapter I I . The r e s u l t s a r e 
p r e s e n t e d in fol lowing Tab les . 
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TABLE - 1 
Var i a t ion of Malonamide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
Ion i c S t reng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 








































































lO^k^Q^g = 1.44 min"'' 1 0 % o b s = 1.64 min'^ 
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TABLE - 2 
Variation of Malonamide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( ;a ) ^ cr. —i ^^ 
Temperature 
=0.50 mol dm 
= 3A8 K 
/'Malonamide /= 0.0015 mol dm""^  
Time 
min 
4 10 X 
mol dm -3 






























































= 2.86 min 





= 3.49 min 




TABLE - 3 
Var i a t ion of Malonamide Concentra t ion 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( /u ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm -^  
Temperature = 3^8 K 
^Malonamide_7= 0.0030 mol dm '' ,/~Malonamide_7= 0.0035 mol dm 
Time 10^ ^ X Time 10^ X 
-3 -3 
min mol dm min mol dm 
6 3.57 5 4.20 
11 6.41 10 8.22 
16 15.03 15 18.27 
21 19.25 20 25.39 
26 22.38 25 31.01 
36 27.71 30 36.01 
46 31.4S) 40 45.02 
59 35.05 55 50.29 
74 38.91 71 54.54 
89 41,15 90 60.16 
111 44.17 125 61.61 
134 A5,36 155 62.89 
155 48.21 
lO^k^Q^g = 3.62 min"'' ''^^obs ' ^'^^ ""^ '^^  
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TABLE - 4 
Var i a t i on of Ion ic S t reng th 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) = 0.002 mol dm 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 

































































' ' o S o b s = 2.37 min"* 1o \ ,^3 = 3.12 min"'' 
TABLE - 5 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
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Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) » 0.002 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 





































































^ ° % o b s = 5.80 miii-^ 
^ ° % o b s = 2.12 min-^ 
10^k.jQjjg = 3.86 min' ' ' 
lO^ko ?obs 1.66 min 
-1 
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TABLK - 6 
Va r i a t i on of Ion ic S t rength 
Concen t ra t ion of Malonainide (A ) = 0.002 mol dm 
^ o ' 
Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 


































































^O^^lobs = ^"22 min"^ 
^ O \ o b s = 1-65 min-^ 
^ 0 % o b s = ^-QO °^i^"'' 
^ O \ o b s = ''•71 min-^ 
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TABLE - 7 
Va r i a t i on of Ion ic S t reng th 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A^) = 0.002 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm 
Temperature - 348 K 
-3 
-3 
«v, ju = 1.50 mol dm "^  
Time 10^ X 
min -3 mol dm " 
ju = 2,00 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 
-3 




















































^O^^lobs = 3.01 min"^ 
^ 0 % o b s = 1-20 min-'' 10^k,,„, , = 1.22 min' ' ' 
20 DS 
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TABLE - 8 
Var ia t ion of Tanpera ture 
-3 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) = 0.002 mol dm 
Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
















































= 233 K 
















' 'O^^lobs = ^-^^ '^i"""^ ^O^^lobs - 2.83 min-'' 
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TABLE - 9 
Va r i a t i on of Temperature 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A^) = 0.002 mol dm 
0 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide - 1,00 mol dm 



















= 243 K 






























= 353 K 















^ 0 % o b s = 5.56 min-^ 
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TABLE - 10 
Va r i a t i on of Tanpera ture 
Concent ra t ion of Walonamide (K ) = 0.002 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide =•• 1,00 mol dm 




Temperature = 358 K 
Time 10^ X 
min mol dm -3 
Temperature = 363 K 
Time 10^ X 
-3 










i o \ 
lO'^k 


































^O^'Sobs = 8.02 min"'' 
^0^'^2obs = ^-21 min-^ 
TABLE - 11 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
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Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) = 0,002 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p. ) 
T emp e r a t u r e 
= 0 . 5 0 mol dm 













































































^ ° % o b s ' 1-30 min-^ 
''°^^2obs " °*®^ ^^^"^ 
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TABLE - 12 
Var i a t i on of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) = 0,002 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 
= 0.50 mol dm 


















= 0.50 mol dm" 































= 0.75 mol dm'-^ 














^O^^lobs = 2.81 min-'l 






= 3.65 min 




TABLE - 13 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Malonainide{yy= 0«002 mol dm 
Ionic Strength i p. ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 
































































































^'^^Nobs = ^'^^ '^^""^ ^ ° S o b s = ^-58 min"'' lO^k^^^g = 4.51 min"'' 
"^^^^2053 = ''•^^ ^^^'^ ' ' ° % o b s " '-'^^ ^^^"^ ' ' ° % o b s = '^•'^'' " ^ " ^ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hydroxide ion catalysed hydrolysis of malonamide i s an 
i r r eve r s ib l e consecutive f i r s t - o rde r react ion, giving malonamic 
acid as am s table intermediate product. Ammonia and malonic 
acid are the products and the reaction can be represented as : 
, CONH2 ^ COO' y coo' 
CH^  l3 t step CH^  +NH, ^ ^ s^^P^ CH^ +NH, 
^C0NH2 ' ' °^^ ^CONH^ ^°^^ ^ C O O ' 
(A) (B) (X) 
The ra te constants, I c . , and ^pobs*^®^^ calculated using 
Programme 1. 
Hydix3lysis of malonamide was carr ied out by varying i t s 
i n i t i a l concentration at 3A8 K. The ra te of hydrolysis was 
independent of ionic s t rength. The k ine t ic s tudies on hydrolysis 
of malonamide were carr ied out at different temperatures ranging 
from 323 to 363 K. The In k^^^ and In kp j^ g were p lo t t ed 
against reciprocal of temperature. The l inea r curves given in 
Figure 1 were found in good agreement with the Arrhenius and 
Eyring equations. The values of pre-exponential factorsand other 
ac t iva t ion parameters corresponding to k^  , and kp u were 
determined and are given in Table 17. The ra te constants 
evaluated under different conditions of reaction are summarised 
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in Tables 14,15,16 and 18. The effect of sodium hydroxide 
concentration on hydrolysis of malonamide was studied within 
the range of 0.10 to 2.00 mol dm'^ a t 3 ^ K. The p lo t s of 
k . arid ko ^ versus l/yfOH" / are shown in Figure 2 . The 1obs 2oDs *-
experimental data f i t the empirical equations: 
. B. . A _ (1) 
^1obs ' ^ C^^'J 
. C. . - ^ . (2) 
^.K. " ' con-J 2obs 
where B, , Bp, C^, and Cp are the a rb i t ra ry cons tants . The i^ tes 
of both the steps are comparable. This i s affirmed by theore t i ca l 
consideration also because the e lec t ron-a t t rac t ing power of the 
carboxyl group i s superior to tha t of the amide group under 
comparable conditions and the difference in the influence of these 
groups on the ra tes of hydrolysis of a neighbouring amide group 
( e . g . in malonamide and malonamic acid) i s not excessive. 
The formation of monoanionic t e t rahedra l intermediate was 
7-10 
suggested e a r l i e r by Bender et a l , " from the study of isotopic 
oxygen exchange and hydrolytic reaction of amides. Again, i f the 
hydroxylic proton of the monoanionic t e t rahedra l intermediate i s 
removed by strong base, a dianionic t e t rahedra l intermediate i s 
formed. The previous studies indicate tha t the existence or non-
- 107 -
existence of dianionic te t rahedra l in tennediate , in the ra te-
determining s tep , depends upon the strength of hydroxide ion 
11—13 
concentration and nature of substra te -^, The ion isa t ion of 
amide group to give unreactive conjugate base was postulated by 
11 14 
many workers ' . In amide hydrolysis , rate-determining step 
i s the base catalysed expulsion of -NHp group from the mono-
anionic te t rahedra l intermediate. I t was also supported by 
Kinetic evidence for a change in rate-determining step with 
increasing hydroxide ion concentration. 
The mechanism consistent with the observed r e su l t s for 
both the stei)s in the hydrolysis of malonamide has been proposed 
and given in Schane 2. On the basis of the proposed mechanism 
following r a t e equations (3) and (4) were derived by applying 
the s teady-s ta te assxiniptions to the react ive t e t r ahedra l i n t e r -
mediates. 
k^  , » -J—§-= :: (3) 
^°*^^ ( k _ ^ ^ k ^ ) ( U K . ^ 0 H - 7 ) 
k!^  k2^'OH"'_7 
^2obs - ( k : ^ . k ' ) ( 1 . K ' ^ 0 H - _ 7 ) "^"^  
o r 
(k__^  ^kp) K^  (k_^ +k2) 
^lobs \ ^2 ^1 ^ 2 ^ ^ " " - ^ 
(5) 
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(k;.^  + k^) K[ iki^ + k2) 
• • • ^ + 
1 , 1 , » , I 
^2obs ^\ ^2 1^ 4 Z"0H'7 
The above equations are similar to (1) and (2) with 
(k,^  . k,) K, (^-1 > ^ 2) , ^^ll^^2) 4 
1 " —ir"k • 2 ' w k — ' ^1 " — Z T T ^ 
1^ ^2 1^ ^2 ^1 ^2 
(k' - + k' ) 
and Co » —^ -^i -^— • 















0' 0 H 
\ / 
2ncl Step 
^ C _ NH2 
CH2 















































2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 
l/T'^IO^ 
F igure l E f f ec t of temperature on k^obs (curve 1) 











Plotsof the variation of 1 / k^ obs (curvel) 
and1/k2o55 (curve 2) with 1/[0H-] for 
Hydrolysis of Malonamide 
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TABLE -14 
Concentration Dependence of k. , and kp-i^ g for Hydrolysis of 
Malonamide. 
/ Malonamide 7 


























Conditions: ^Na0H_/a 1.00 mol dm " ; )x =0.50 mol dm -^  
T = 348 K 
TABLE - 15 





































Conditions: C^QJ ' 0*'^ 02 mol dm"^; /"NaOH_7= 1.00 mol dm'^ 
T » 348 K 
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TABLE - 16 
Temperature Dependence of k. and kp^^g fo r 










^o '^ lobs 








^ 0 % o b s 








Cond i t ions : £"A^_7« 0.002 mol dm"^; 
^ N a 0 H y = 1.00 mol dm"" ;^ 
|Li = 0.50 mol dm"-^  
TABLE - 17 
Act iva t ion Parameters 
a 
Reaction j^jujoi-l kJmol"'' JK-^mol''' kJmor'' Sec"' ' 
A ^1obs>D 94.87 39.38 159.46 42.27 7.33 
B - i £ ^ x 97 .43 42.41 156.10 45.31 7.49 
^Calcu la ted from equation A F ^ ' ^ ^ . A H ^ - T A S ' ^ a t 348 K. 
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TABLE - 18 
Sodium HydLroxide Concentra t ion Dependence of 






























-3, Condi t ions : ^ A ^ y a 0.002 mol dm"" ;^ 
|u = 0.50 mol dm'^; T = 348 K 
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CHAPTER IV 
HYDROLYSIS OF DICYANDIAMIDE 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cyanoguanidine, known as dicyandiamide i s used in 
a g r i c u l t u r e as a manure. The po lymer i sa t ion of dicyandiamide 
produces melamine which has many a p p l i c a t i o n s e s p e c i a l l y in 
p l a s t i c r e s i n s , Dicyandiamide i s prepared by b o i l i n g calcium 
cyanamide with water and t h e c o l o u r l e s s c r y s t a l s a r e composed 
i 
of n o n l i n e a r molecules which f e a t u r e t h r e e d i f f e r e n t C — N 
d i s t a n c e s . 
2 
In 1862 Haag fourid t h a t dicyandiamide when b o i l e d wi th 
a c i d s combined wi th water to fonn a base which he c a l l e d 
3 
d icyandiamid ine , and Baumann showed t h a t t h e base was 
4 
guany lu rea , Lidholm s tud ied the r eac t i on of dicyandiamide in 
s u l p h u r i c ac id and c a l c u l a t e d the r eac t i on cons tan t f o r t h e 
second-order r e a c t i o n ( 1 ) . 
NH=iC(NH2).NHCN -f-H^ O —> NH»C(NH2) .NHCONH2 (1) 
He also found that the strong sulphuric acid provoked the rapid 
evolution of carbondioxide and carried the reaction further, 
converting guanylurea into guanidine, 
5 
Davis studied the hydrolysis of dicyandiamide in acidic^ 
and also in basic medium. In presence of sulphuric acid he measured 
the rate of evolution of carbondioxide so that to get largest 
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y i e l d s of guari idine. I t was found t h a t t h e primary r e a c t i o n of 
dicyandiamide l ead ing to the formation of guanylurea was very 
r a p i d , whi le r e a c t i o n ( 2 ) , l ead ing to the formation of guanidine 
was r e l a t i v e l y much s lower . At high tempera tures iz '^^0 C) 
more carbondioxide was produced i n d i c a t i n g decomposition of 
guanid ine (Reaction 5 ) . 
NH=C(NH2).NHC0NH2+H20 ^ NH«C(NH2)2-»<^02-tNH, (2) 
NH»C(NH2)2+ 2H2O • C02+3NH^ (3) 
During t h e hydro lys i s of dicyandiaioide with aqueous ammonia,it 
was concluded t h a t ammonia r eac t ed in t h e same way as o t h e r 
hydrolyt ic reagents did, by converting dicyandiamide f i r s t into 
guanylurea and l a t e r into guanidine carbonate . The guanidine 
carbonate entered into a secondary reaction with ammonia and was 
converted f inal ly into melamine. 
7 Chastel lain studied the ra t e of a lkal ine hydrolysis of 
dicyandiamide (I) and gave a c r i t i c a l review of the l i t e r a t u r e 
on dicyandiamide. The a lkal ine hydrolysis of (I) was believed 
to be a bimolecular react ion. I t was shown tha t ( I) existed in 
a tautomeric equilibrium between the forms, HN;C.NH.C(;NH).NH ( I I ) 
and H2NC(:NH)NHCN ( I I I ) . The s t ruc ture ( I I ) was described to 
De present in a lka l ine solutions while ( I I I ) existed in neut ra l 
so lu t ion . 
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8 9 Eloranta studied the alkaline and acid hydrolyses 
of dicyandiamide. In alkaline medium rate constants were 
determined for the hydrolysis of dicyandiamide (I) and 
guanylurea (II) at high temperatures, Guanidine (III) was 
the final product in the sequence: 
Cyanamide • (I) • (II) >• (III) 
In dilute acidic medium rates of hydrolysis of dicyandiamide 
was measured along with cyanamide and urea. 
The reaction of dicyandiamide in presence of HCl as 
10 
an acid catalyst was studied by Bando et al, for the 
synthesis of guanylmelamines. The main products were 
monoguanylmelamine and diguanylm el amine. The presence of 
cyanamide in the reaction mixture contributed to the formation 
of polyguanylmelamines. 
In the present chapter kinetic studies of alkaline 
hydrolysis of dicyandiamide have been described to present 





Dicyandiamide (BDH) was used as such without f u r t h e r 
p u r i f i c a t i o n . Al l o t h e r reagents were of reagent g r a d e . Al l 
t h e s o l u t i o n s were prepared in double d i s t i l l e d wa te r . 
KINETIC MEASUREMEl^ TS: 
The procedure adopted fo r k i n e t i c measurements of ammonia 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s during dicyandiamide hydro lys i s was same as 
desc r ibed in Chapter I I . 
CALCULATIONS: 
Under t h e experimental c o n d i t i o n s , t h e hyd ro ly s i s followed 
t h e p s e u d o - f i r s t - o r d e r k i n e t i c s and r a t e cons tan t s were obtained 
from t h e f i r s t - o r d e r equation (4) (Chapter I I ) . The p l o t s of 
log •^'^ o ** ^) ve r sus t were found to be l i n e a r wi th s lope of 
- k ^ ^ g / 2 . 3 0 3 . The r e s u l t s a re given in fol lowing T a b l e s . 
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TABLE - 1 
Variation of Dicyandiamide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
-3 Ionic Strength (/a ) =0 .50 mol dm 
Temperature » 368 K 
^Dicyandiamide_7= 0.004 mol dm"-^  ^Dicyandiamide^/" 0.005 mol dm 
Time " 10^ X Time " 10 X 
-3 -3 
min mol dm min mol dm 
33 5.37 30 6.30 
60 9.41 60 12.68 
90 13.36 90 18.03 
120 18.62 122 23.39 
157 23.70 150 27.11 
185 27.64 195 32.00 
230 30.42 247 37.58 
270 32.21 300 42.47 
330 36.09 390 46.55 
390 47.78 450 47.33 
lO^ k^ j^ g » 6.71 min"' ""^ ^^ obs ° ^ '"^ ^ min''' 
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TABLE - 2 
V a r i a t i o n of Dicyandiamide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide = 1.00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( |u ) = 0.50 mol dm 
Temperature = 358 K 
- 3 / - x . . . „ . . . . . ^ . . . 7 _ r. r^rsn „ . - . ^ ' ^ /~Dicyandiamide_7= 0,006 mol dm'-^ ^Dicyand iamide^ / s 0.007 mol dm' 
-3 
Time 10^ X Time 10^ X 
min mol dm min mol dm 
20 5.49 25 8.21 
50 13.09 45 15.03 
75 20.30 85 23.42 
120 28.27 120 32.11 
150 32.26 160 37.70 
195 36.71 200 43.45 
239 45.38 240 49.24 
270 46.06 295 55.42 
300 51.88 360 60.18 
390 54.67 430 64.79 
450 56.14 
lO^k^^g = 5.76 min"^ ''^^^obs ' ^'^^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLE - 3 
V a r i a t i o n of Dicyandiamide (k>ncentration 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th ()u ) 
T emp e r a t u r e 
a 0.50 mol dm 































































obs 6.23 min 
-1 10^k 
obs 5.08 min 
-1 
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TABLE - 4 
V a r i a t i o n of Ion i c S t reng th 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A ) * 0.008 mol dm 
-3 
Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 






























































lO^k^^g = 5.08 min"'' ''O^^obs ' ^'^^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLE - 5 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
-3 
Concentration of Dicyandiamide A^ ) = 0.008 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide • 1,00 mol dm 
Temperature = 368 K 



































: 5.66 min-^ 

































g X 5.08 min" 
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TABLE - 6 
Variation oT Ionic Strength 
Concentration of Dicyandiamide (A ) - 0.008 mol dm '^ 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1.00 mol dm 
Temperature » 368 K 





































































= 4.70 min"'' 
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TABLE - 7 
Variation of Tanperature 
Concentration of Dicyandiamide (A^) = 0.008 mol dm ^ 
-5 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 















^ ° \ b s = 2. 
( H ) 
































^ 0 \ b s = 2. 
mol dm 


















TABLE - 8 
V a r i a t i o n of Temperature 
Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A ) « 0.008 mol dm 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide - 1.00 mol dm 
- 3 

















= 353 K 
















































lO^k^^g = 3 .45 min""^ ''^^^^obs " ^ ' ^ ^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLK - 9 
Va r i a t i on of Temperature 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A.^ ) = 0.008 mol dm 
- 3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
-3 I o n i c S t r eng th ( p ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 













= 363 K 
4 
10 X 










































lO^k^^jg = 4.61 min' ' ' '•O^^obs ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLE - 10 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide Concent ra t ion 
Concen t ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A ) = 0.008 mol dm -3 
Ionic Strength ( p ) 
Temperature 
=0.50 mol dm 
















= 0.,50 mol dm"-^  
4 
10^ X 









































obs = 2.39 min 
-1 
^^\^s = ^ -07 min-'' 
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TABLE - 11 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A^) = 0.008 mol dm -^ 
-3 I o n i c S t r eng th ( p ) « 0.50 mol dm 






































































= 3 . 9 3 min'^ 
TABLE - 12 
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V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide Concent ra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Dicyandiamide (A ) « 0.008 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p ) = 0«50 mol dm 
Temperature = 368 K 
-3 
^NaOH_7 = 0„25 mol dm 




mol dm -3 
obs 2.97 min 
^NaOH_7 = 0.50 mol dm 





















































obs 3.84 min 
-1 
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TABLE - 13 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Dicyandiamide (A )^ = 0.008 mol dm ^ 
Ionic Strength ( jn ) =0 .50 mol dm""^  
Temperature » 368 K 
rHaOHj « 0.75 mol dm"^  
Time 10^ X 























































' ' ° \ b s " ^'^^ ^ ^'^ ''^^bs ' '^'^^ "'^ ""^  
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TABLE - 14 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Dicyandiamide (A^) » 0.008 mol dm "^  
Ionic Strength ( p ) =0 .50 mol dm' 






























































































: 9.99 min"'' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hydrolysis of dicyandiamide in basic medium gives 
guanidine, carbondioxide and ammonia as products. In this 
reaction, guanylurea (B), is a stable intennediate product. 
The formation of guanylurea is much faster in comparison to 
its decomposition. So the reaction is considered to be pseudo-
first- order v/hich can be represented as: 
NH NH NH 
" f a s t " slow " NHXNHCN + H,,0 ' '^^^ > NHXNHCONH^ -•^^^> NHXNH^ + CO, +NH, 2 2. 2 2 2 2 2 p 
(A) (B) (X) 
The rate constants k ^^  obtained by varying ionic strength (/U) 
at 368 K were found insensitive to the ionic strength. The 
kinetic studies on hydrolysis oi dicyandiamide were carried out 
at different temperatures ranging from 3^ 3 to 371 K. The 
various activation parameters were evaluated using Arrhenius 
and Eyring equations. The plot of In k , versus reciprocal 
of temperature (V-p ) is given in Figure 1. The effect of 
sodium hydroxide concentration on the hydrolysis of 
-3 
dicyandiamide was studied within range of 0.25 to 2.00 mol dm 
at temperature 353 and 368 K. The plots of k^ versus C^^" J 
are shown in Figure 2. The rate constants evaluated under 
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d i f fe ren t conditions of the reaction are presented in Tables 15, 
16,17 and ^9 and act ivat ion parameters are given in Table 18. 
The experimental data obtained at different sodium hydroxide 
concentration f i t the empirical equation (4) , 
k. 
o b3 - B^  * ^2 con-J (4) 
where B^, Bp are the a rb i t ra ry constants . 
The hydrolysis of n i t r i l e s to amides occurs fas t ly while 
11 12 the hydrolysis of amide i s a slow process * . In case of 
dicyandiamide i t was also shown tha t the primary react ion leading 
to the formation of guanylurea was very rapid . The mechanism 
generally acc€»pted for the base catalysed hydrolysis of amides i s 
the formation of a monohydroxy te t rahedra l addition intermediate 
13 by the nucleophil ic at tack of hydroxide ion on the amide group "^t 
This intermediate has been confirmed by the study of oxygen 
14 15 isotope exchange and hydrolytic reaction of amides * . Under 
strongly a lkal ine solut ion, an addi t ional react ive intermediate 
16 
was proposed by various authors in the hydrolysis of an i l ides , 
1 y 18 1Q 20 
amides * , N-acylpyrroles ^ and dihydropyrimidines . The 
existence of dianionic te t rahedra l intermediate was found to be 
dependent on the s t ruc tu ra l feature of acyl subst ra te and a lka l in i ty 
16 17 21 
of the medium » '» . I t was proposed tha t the breakdown of the 
t e t r ahedra l intermediate of an ani l ide or amide, or other compound 
which contained a group whose ion i s extremely unstable in water, 
proceed f i r s t through protonation of tha t group, forming dipolar 
22 ion which then collapse to products , 
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The mechanism of hydrolysis of dicyandiamide consistent 
with the observed r e su l t s has been proposed and given in 
Scheme 1. Use of the s teady-s ta te approximation for reac t ive 
t e t r ahedra l intermediates leads to the following expression for 
the observed pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te constant. 
^ ^ ^1 ^2 \ CO^'J^ k^  k3 K^  K^^ rOH".7^ ^^^ 
The conversion of monoanionic tetrahedral intermediate to products 
or back to reactant is more probable than its conversion to 
dianionic species^^*^^, i.e. (k^ ^ + k2)»k, Kj C^^'J* Therefore, 
equation (5) reduces to equation (6). 
' ' o b s - ' ^ " ^ . - . : . ' ' " ^ — — (6) 
Ki k^ K^^ f O H ' J t k^ k3 Kj K,^  fOn'J' 
(1 + Kj^  COH'J)(k_^ * kg) 
25 Being imino group of dicyandiamide po ten t ia l ly acidic the 
condition tha t K^  ['OH~J^^ can be applied in highly a lkal ine 
medium. The equation (6) i s simplified t o : 
"1 k^ K^  . k^  k , K^  K^ , f OH-J 
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The equation (7) i s s imilar to the empirical equation (4) with 
k kp K, k^  k3 IC K^ 




























l/TxIO 3 2.8 2.9 




















[ 0 H - ] 
Effect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
on kobs o^r Hydrolysis of Dicyandiamide 
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TABLE - 15 










Condi t ions : ^NaOH^/:^ 1.00 
p = 0.50 mol 
TABLE - 16 


























T = 368 K 










Conditions: /"A 7=0.008 mol djn*"^  ; 
/fNaOH_7= 1.00 mol dm"^; T = 368 K 
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TABLE - 17 
Temperature Dependence of ^^y.^ ^^^ Hydrolysis 
of Dicyandiainide, 
3 









Condi t ions : C^QJ- 0.008 mol dm"-^; 
/""NaOH 7= 1.00 mol dm"^; 
~3 p = 0.50 mol dm 
TABLE - 18 
Ac t iva t ion Parameters 
AF^'^ ' , AH=^ , - A s f . ^a In A 
kJmol"" kJmol" ' JK~'mol" ' kJmol Sec' '^ 
105J^J7 35.76 192.60 38.78 3.57 
Ca lcu la t ed from equat ion AF '4 A H"*^  - T A s''^ a t 363 K 
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TABLE-19 
Sodium Hydroxide Concentration Dependaice of k^^^ for 


















1 0 \ ^ 3 ( m l n - ' ' ) 








Conditions: ^ A 7 -0 .008 mol dm"-^ ; p « 0.5 mol dm"-^  
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INTRODUCTION 
Asparagine and glutamlne are important intennediates in 
ni t rogen metabolism of p l a n t s . The amide group of asparagine on 
hydrolys is , both in a lkal ine and acidic media gives ammonia and 
a spa r t i c acid. Ammonia which i s l ibera ted from pro te ins on 
hydrolysis i s derived pr inc ipa l ly from the amide side chain of 
asparagine or glutamine. The aim to study hydrolysis of simple 
asparagine peptides have been to corre la te the informations with 
s imi la r s tudies on various prote ins and to determine the mechanism 
by which free aspar t i c acid i s l ibe ra ted . The progress in t h i s 
d i rec t ion i s described below. 
1 
Leach and Lindley studied the acid hydrolysis of L-
asparagine and L-asparaginylglycine during the s tudies on k ine t ics 
of hydrolysis of the amide group in prote ins and pept ides . The 
k ine t i c data were presented for the hydrolysis of L-asparagine to 
L-aspar t ic acid and ammonia in 0.2 to 1,0 N hydrochloric acid and 
L-asparaginylglycine to L-aspartyl-QS-glycine and ammonia in 0.1 
to 1.0 N hydrochloric acid. Both the react ions were found to be 
second-order, comparable with those for amide hydrolysis in 
p r o t e i n s . The reaction scheme for the hydrolysis of asparagine was 
presented as follows: 
Asparaginylglycine -^ Aspartylglycine + Ammonia 
Asparaginylglycine • ^ > Asparagine -f Glycine 
k, 
Asparagine ^ Aspartic acid + Ammonia 
Aspartylglycine > Aspartic acid + Glycine 
Scheme 1 
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As the amide group hydrolysed much more rapidly than peptide 
bond, overa l l react ion was presented by the following equation. 
d(NH^) / dt . k2 r H _7£"amide_7 (1) 
2 These workers also studied the k ine t ics of acid hydrolysis of 
glycyl-and L-leucyl-L-asparagine, The ra tes of hydrolysis of 
the amide group in glycyl- and L-leucyl-L-asparagine were 
measured between pH 1.21 and 3.50 at temperatures between 70 
and 100 C. Both the reaction were f i r s t - o r d e r in species: 
NH '^^ -CHR-CONH-CH(CH2CONH2)COOH 
(AH )^ 
but not in C^^J^* "^^^ rate expression denoting the (AH"*") as 
reactive species was found and is given in equation (2), 
^obs -i^i/(1-K//:-H^;) (2) 
where K i s the acid dissociat ion constant of the -COOH group 
and k. i s the r a t e constant for the decomposition of react ive 
species (AH ) , An in te rna l mechanism of hydrolysis involving 
a proton t rans fe r from the unionised carboxyl group to the amide 
group was discussed. 
The hydrolysis of some acylaspar t ic and N-acylglutamic 
3 
monoamides in dilute mineral acids was studied by Ali and 
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Capindale and the reaction was found f i r s t - o r d e r with respect 
to subs t ra t e s . The f i r s t - o r d e r ra te constants for these 
react ions were expressed as; 
"obs = ' ' t o t ra * h r H \ 7 (3) 
where i^ -jn+^a i s the ra te constant of the reaction which was 
shown independent of hydrogen ion concentration. The studies 
of hydrolysis of these monoamides were used as a model for 
developing a t en ta t ive mechanism to account for se lec t ive 
re lease of aspar t ic acid from pro te ins , N-Benzoylaspartic 
amides (1&2) hydrolysed by f i r s t eliminating the amide group to 
fonn N-benzoylaspartic anhydride (3) which then reacted with 
water to give N-benzoylaspartic acid. The mechanism of 
hydrolysis of N-benzoylaspartic amides, s imi lar to hydrolysis 
of succinic monoanilide was presented as follows: 
PhCONHCHCOOH 
CH2CONH2 











^ ^ ^ - ^ CH2COOH 
Aspartic Acid* Benzoic Acid 
Scheme 2 
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On the basis of the e a r l i e r work i t was observed tha t the 
k ine t i cs of the hydrolysis of L-asparaglne in highly a lkal ine 
medium has not been ij ivestigated. In t h i s chapter the s tudies 





L-Asparagine (Fluka) was used as such wi thout f u r t h e r 
p u r i f i c a t i o n . Al l o t h e r reagents were of r e a g a i t g r a d e . Al l 
t h e s o l u t i o n s were prepared in double d i s t i l l e d w a t e r . 
KINETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
The procedure adopted for k i n e t i c measurements of ammonia 
concen t r a t i ons during L-asparaglne hydro lys i s was same as 
descr ibed in Chapter I I , 
CALCULATIONS: 
Under t h e experimental c o n d i t i o n s , t h e h y d r o l y s i s followed 
t h e p s e u d o - f i r s t - o r d e r k i n e t i c s and r a t e cons t an t s were c a l c u l a t e d 
as desc r ibed in Chapter IV fo r dicyandiamide. The r e s u l t s a re 
given in fol lowing Tab les . 
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TABLE - 1 
Var i a t i on of L-Asparagine Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( p ) 
Temperature 
a 0.50 mol dm 
» 348 K 
-3 
-3 
/ L-Asparagine /= 0.002 mol dm ^ /^L-Asparagine 7« 0.003 mol dm 
4 " 4 
Time 10 X Time 10 X 



































lO^k^^g - 10.74 min~^ lO^k^^jg = 9.59 min"'' 
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TABLE - 2 
V a r i a t i o n of L-Asparagine Concentra t ion 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1«00 mol dm 
-3 
I o n i c Streng1;h ( ju) = 0.50 mol dm 
Temperature = 3A8 K 
— —3 —3 
/ L-Asparagine_73 0.004 mol dm"-^  ^ L - A s p a r a g i n e _ 7 « 0.006 mol dm 
Time 10^ X Time 10^ X 
-3 -3 
min mol dm -^  min mol dm 
15 4.76 15 5.09 
30 8.34 30 10.88 
45 11.96 45 16.39 
60 16.36 60 22.28 
90 21.88 75 27.82 
120 25.54 90 32.09 
145 28.57 105 35.71 
175 31.32 130 42.46 
195 33.50 150 45.75 
230 35.75 180 50.99 
270 38.08 215 55.01 
'"^^^obs ' '^^ ^ ™^^"'' ^°\bs " ^'^"^  ^^^^"^ 
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TABLE - 3 
Variation of L-Asparagine Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide a 1,00 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) « 0.50 mol dm 













































0.008 mol dm ^ 















lO^k^^g » 9.67 min"'' '•O^^obs ' ^^'^ '^^'^ 
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TABLE - 4 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A^) = 0.005 mol dm ^ 
-3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 

































-3 p « 0.10 mol dm ^  
Time 10^ X 












''O^ k^ K. = 12.66 min"'' 
CDS 
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TABLE - 5 
Var i a t i on of Ion ic S t r eng th 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm' 
Temperature = 3 ^ K 
,-3 
p = 0.25 mol dm'-^ 
Time 10^ X 
min mol dm -3 

















































lO^k^^g » 12.85 min"'" lO^Q^g = 10.55 min' ' ' 
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TABLE - 6 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) * 0.005 mol dm -3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide « 1,00 mol dm 



























































^ o \ b s = 9.97 min-'' 
''^ ^^obs ' ^^'^^ °^^^'^ 
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TABLE - 7 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1,00 mol dm 














= 323 K 
10^ X 
-3 




































^ 0 \ b s - 2.94 min-'' ^^\\iz " ^'Q^ min"'' 
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TABLE - a 
Variation of Temperature 
—3 Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 























































lO^k^^g = 6.40 min"'' ''^^^obs ' ^^*^^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 9 
V a r i a t i o n of Temperature 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) c 0.005 mol dm -3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm 

















» 358 K 
10^ X 












































lO^k^^g * ^^*^^ ^^^'^ lO^k^^g » 25.07 min"'' 
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TABLE - 10 
Var i a t i on of Sodixim Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0,005 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 
» 0.50 mol dm 













































J -= 0.25 mol dm"'^  














lO^k^^g = 0.58 min' ' ' ' " 0 \ b 3 = 1-^7 min-'' 
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TABLE - 11 
Var i a t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) « 0.005 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( |u ) 
Temperature 
= 0,50 mol dm 




























































obs 2.88 min"^ lO^Q^jg = 3.26 min ' ' ' 
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T/^LE - 12 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) a 0.005 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( ju ) 
















^O^^obs - 7. 
























































TABLE - 1 3 
Va r i a t i on of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm -3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 
» 0.50 mol dm 
= 3A8 K 
-3 






mol dm -3 



















































^ o \ t ) s = 1-12 min' lO^kj^^g » 2.88 min"'' 
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TABLE - 1A 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0,005 mol dm -3 
Ionic Strength ( p ) 
Temperature 
a 0.50 mol dm 

























































^ o \ b s = ^-76 min-^ lO^k^^g = 6.14 min"'' 
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TABLE - 15 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 
= 0 . 5 0 mol dm~^ 
» 3A8 K 
^Na0H_7 = 0 . 7 5 mol dm' 
Time 10^ X 
min mol dm -3 
I'naOHj = 1.50 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 
-3 













































lO^Q^g = 7.68 min"'' 1 o \ ^ ^ g » 14.26 min"'' 
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TABLE - 16 
Var i a t i on of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( )u ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm -^ 
Temperature » 3 ^ K 





mol dm -3 











































1o \^^g = 18.17 min"^ 1 0 \ ^ j g » 23.79 min"'' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The effect of concentration of L-asparagine on i t s a lka l ine 
hydrolysis was studied at 3^8 K. The ionic s trength dependence 
of hydrolysis was studied at 3 ^ K and observed ra te constants , 
k , , were found to be insens i t ive to the ionic s t rength . The 
effect of temperature on ra te of hydrolysis was studied within the 
temperature range 323 to 363 K. The p lo t of In k , versus 1/T 
a r e shown in Figure 1. The various act ivat ion parameters were 
ca lcula ted using Arrhenius and Eyrlng equations. The effect of 
sodium hydroxide concentration was studied by carrying out a 
s e r i e s of k ine t ic measurements at 328 K and 348 K. The p lo t s of 
k , versus / ' 0 H " _ 7 are shown in Figure 2. The ra te constants 
calculated under various conditions of the react ion are given in 
Tables 17,18,19 and 21 and act ivat ion parameters are given in 
Table 20. The var ia t ion of k , with a l k a l i concentration was 
obs 
found to obey the empirical equation: 
o^bs = ^o C^^'J (^) 
where k i s an empirical constant. 
The simplest stepwise mechanism which could explain the 
observed r e su l t s i s shown in Scheme 3 . A s imilar mechanism was 
proposed for the hydrolysis of methyl p-hydroxybenzoate in 
a lka l ine medium and for 4-hydroxybenzoates . Considering I as 
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being a t r ans ien t chemical species and applying the s teady-s ta te 
appix>ximation equation (5) i s obtained, 
^obs = ; (5) 
where KJ = K /^K^ with K^  « C ^'J C^^^J^ C AJC^l^ J * ^^^ 
fact tha t the value of pK^of L-asparagine i s 8«80, so 
1«K /"OH'^^/ . Therefore,equation (5) reduces to equation (6) , 
k k Aor_7 
^obs -~ 7 - ^ : (6) 
which is similar to empirical equation (4) with, 
^0 " N ^2/ ^^-1 "*" ^2^' 
The only ionised fonn of L - asparagine A*" is reactive towards 



















































































2.7 2.9 3.1 
l/T OO^ 
Figure 1 Eiffect of temperature on kobs ^^ ^ 








1.0 2.0 3.0 
[OH"] 
Effect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
on kobs ^0^ Hydrolysis of L~Asparagjne 
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TABLE -17 





















Conditions: ^NaOH^^/- 1.00 mol dm -3, 
0.50 mol dm"^; T - 348 K 
TABLE - 18 
Ionic Strength Dependence of k , for Hydrolysis of 
L -Asparagine 
Ionic Strength 10^k , 
CDS 








Conditions: C^QJ'' 0-005 mol dm - 3 . 
-3, 
^NaOH_7»1.00 mol dm'^; T « 348 K 
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TABLE -19 


















Conditions: ^ A /= 0.005 mol dm"^; 
/"NaOH 7= 1.00 mol din'^; 
-"-5 |i » 0.50 mol dm -
TABLE - 20 
Activation Parameters 
^P^ AH^ - A S ^ Eg^  I n A 
kJmol' ' ' kJinol"'' JK'^mol''' kJmol ' ' ' Sec"'' 
98.80 49.87 140.60 52.76 9.61 
Calculated from equation AF'^= AH^ - TAS^ a t 348 K 
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TABLE - 21 
Sodium Hydroxide Concentrat ion Dependence of k v 







































Condi t ions : ^ A 7 = 0.005 mol dm"^; 
-5 
u « 0.50 mol dm 
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INTRODUCTION 
Salicylamlde ( o-hydroxybenzamide) and its derivatives 
show analgesic and antipyretic activities. The hydrolysis of 
amide group of salicylamide occurs very slowly and this advantage 
has made it useful in drugs. Reid first investigated the rate 
of its hydrolysis during the studies of effect of ortho, meta 
and para substituents on bcnzamide hydrolysis. The studies on 
the hydrolysis of salicylamide were carried out for their 
2 
analgesic and imtipyretic properties by Brodie and Szekely . They 
carried out hydrolysis under conditions designed to stimulate 
gastrointestinal environment and showed that amide linkage was 
resistant to cleavage. 
Koshy^ studied the stability of benzamide (I), 
salicylamide (II) and some N-substituted derivatives in 1.0 N 
perchloric acid and 1.0 N sodium hydroxide to elucidate the effect 
of substituents on the rate of hydrolysis. Results indicated 
that in both media (I) was less stable than (II) and N-(2-
diethylaminoethyl)benzamide (III) was less stable than the 
corresponding salicylamide derivatives. This clearly indicated 
the marked stabilising effect of the OH' groi^ in the ortho position, 
Amides, (I) and (II) were less stable in alkaline than in acidic 
medium. An opposite effect was noticed in (II) and other N-
substituted salicylamide derivatives. This was due to stability 
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of phenolate ions , showing resonance effect and consequent 
res is tance to nucleophil ic at tack by OH*" ions . 
4 Bruice and Tanner carr ied out s tudies on the 
neighbouring hydroxyl group assis tance in subs t i tu ted 0-hydroxy-
benzamides (Salicylamide ( I ) , 5-nitro-salicylamide ( I I ) , 0-
mpthoxy-benzajnide ( I I I ) and benzamide (IV) ) , The k ine t i ca l ly 
s imi la r r a t e equations were obtained for intramolecular general-
base (a) ca ta lys i s and general-acid (b) c a t a l y s i s . 
X = NH2,CgH^M02-p; Y = H, NO2 
I t was argued tha t due to electron-withdrawal by the m-nitro 
group, ( I I ) have 450 fold grea ter acidi ty of the phenolic 
hydroxyl group which would have greatly favoured the i n t r a -
molecular general-acid ca ta lys i s by t h i s group. Since the 
values of k i^  at the plateau regions of pH-rate p ro f i l e 
(Figure 1) for ( I I ) were found only one-eighteenth of those 















Figure 1 The Hydrolysis of several subst i tuted Benzomides in aqueous 
solut ion at lOO'and Ionic strength 1.0 MwithKCI. The units of 
the rate constants are miri.^ and the size of the circles is 














( ... L 
* * • 
* 
i . . .1 . . . 
10 
PH 
11 12 13 
p H - r a t e p ro f i l e for the Hydro lys is of N-sal icyty lpyrro le 
at 25.0* |J=0.1 . Rate c o n s t a n t s have been ex t r apo la ted 
to zero b u f f e r concen t ra t ion ,The a r r o w ind i ca tes the 
pKc^of the s u b s t r a t e . 
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The pH-rate p ro f i l e for the hydrolysis of N-sal icylpyrrole 
i s shown in Figure 2. I t i s evident from the pH-rate p ro f i l e 
tha t the sigmoidal curve has a flex point at pH 10 about 1.4 un i t s 
above i t s pK (8.59) and the ra te becomes independent of hydroxide 
ion concentration above pH 11. The f i r s t observation demands a 
k ine t i ca l l y important ionisat ion of a phenol while the second 
demands a mechanism in which no ra te step a f te r ion isa t ion of the 
phenol involves a hydroxide ion. The mechanism which sa t i s f i ed 






The ra te equation for the above mechanism was derived by 
applying s teady-s ta te approximation and i s given by equation (1 ) . 
/ - ^ , T - 7 2 k. k^ K. K^  /"OH' 7 
°^^ (k2 ( 1 + K^  ^-0H-_7) + kj K 2 ^ - 0 H 7 ) ( 1 + K ^ ^ 0 H " 7 ) 
ADove pH 9.6 where about 90i>fc of the substrate i s anionic , the 
condition tha t K. ^''0H"__7»1 has been applied and equation (1) 
s implif ies to equation (2) . 
k, k^ K^  /"OH" 7 
"^^ ^ \i^{^ +K2^~0H"7) + k^ K 2 ^ 0 H " 7 
Above pH 11 the observed ra te constant was independent of pH 
as K2^0H~_/>1 and in t h i s condition the r a t e equation (1) 
again s implif ies to equation (3) . 
^1 ^3 
^obs • u -^k ^^^ 
Kinetics of th? hydrolysis of salicylamide was studied 
oy Ahmad et al. under highly alkaline medium. A mechanism of 
the hydrolysis was presented where existence of dianionic 
intermediate was ruled out. The kinetic rate equation was also 
derived. 
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The present chapter describes the kinetics of the 
hydrolysis of salicylamide in highly alkaline medium and 




Sal icy lamide (BDH) was used as such without f u r t h e r 
p u r i f i c a t i o n . Al l o t h e r reagen ts were of reagent g r a d e . Al l 
t h e s o l u t i o n s were prepared in double d i s t i l l e d wa t e r . 
KINETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
The same procedure was adopted f o r measurements of 
ammonia concen t r a t ions during sa l i cy lamide h y d r o l y s i s as 
desc r ibed in Chapter I I . 
CALCULATIONS: 
Under t h e experimental c o n d i t i o n s , t h e h y d r o l y s i s followed 
t h e p s e u d o - f i r s t - o r d e r k i n e t i c s and r a t e cons tan t s were 
c a l c u l a t e d as descr ibed in Chapter IV, The observed da ta a re 
given in fol lowing Tab le s . 
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TABLF - 1 
Var i a t i on of Sal icylamide Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( ju ) 
Temperature 
a 0.50 mol dm 
:= 363 K 
-3 
-3 
















































lO^k^^g = 8.47 min"'' 10\bs = ^'^^ ""^'^ 
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TABLE - 2 
Variation of Salicylamide Concentration 
- • 5 
Concentration of Sodiiim Hydroxide == 1«00 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( |u ) « 0.50 mol dm 
















ODS = 6.92 


















































» 7.42 min"'' 
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TABLE - 3 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
-3 
Concentration of Salicylamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide • 1,00 mol dm 


























































lO^k^Ko = 7.86 min"'' 10^k^>.„ = 8.59 min"'' 
ODS ObS 
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TABLE - U 
Var i a t i on of Ion ic S t reng th 
Concentra t ion of Sal icylamide (A^) e 0.005 mol dm~"^  
-3 Concentra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide » 1.00 mol dm 


























































lO^Q^g = 8.95 min"'' ' ' ^ \ b s " ^•^' ' " ^ " ' ' 
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TABLE - 5 
Va r i a t i on of Ion i c S t reng th 
Concentra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) c 0.005 mol dm -3 
Concentra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 naol dm 
Temperature = 363 K 
-3 
^ =1 .00 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 
-3 
min mol dm -3 
^ » 1»50 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 
min 
-3 
















































» 8.93 min"'' 
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TABLK - 6 
Variation of Temperature 
-5 Concentration of Salicylamide (A^) =! 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide x 1,00 mol dm 













re = 345 K 








































''°\bs = -^^ ^ •^ '^ •"'"' ^^ \^bs " ^'^^ ^^^'^ 
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TA3LE - 7 
Variation of Temper'ature 
-3 
~3 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( p ) « 0.50 mol dm' 
Concent ra t ion of Sa l icy lamide (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodiiom Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm 
-5 















^ o \ b s 
10 X 














= 5.05 iiiin 





























» 7.60 min"'' 
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TABLE - 8 
Variation of Temperature 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium 1 
I o n i c S t rength (M ) 


































































1 o \ ^ ^ g = 8 . 5 3 min"'' ' '^^^obs ° ^ .28 min'^ 
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TABLE - 9 
Variation of Sodium HydixDxide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Salicylamide (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( ju ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 





























































lO^Q^g = 6.03 min"'^  '^ "^"^ b^s ''' ^ '^^ min''' 
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TABLE- 1C 
Var ia t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentra t ion 
Concentra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) » 0.005 mol dm -^  
I o n i c S t rength ( ju ) - 0 . 5 0 mol dm 
















1.25 mol dm~^ 
4 
10 X 









































lO^Q^g = 9.52 min'^ ''°^^*obs " ^'^'^^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 11 
Var ia t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentrat ion 
-3 Concentra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) « 0,005 mol dm 
-3 
I o n i c S t reng th ( p ) « 0.50 mol dm 














1.,75 mol diu"^ 
10 X 








































1 o \ ^ ^ g " '•^-•05 min"'' '^^\\is " ^^*^'^ ^^^'^ 
TABLE - 12 
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Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Salicylamide (A^) » 0.005 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) 
Temperature 

























































1 0 V Ko = 12.28 min''' obs ''^\)bs * ^^'^^ ^^^'^ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The hydix)lysis of Sal icylamide to s a l i c y l i c ac id and 
ammonia in h ighly a l k a l i n e medium i s a p s e u d o - f i r s t - o r d e r 
r e a c t i o n . The v a r i a t i o n of concen t ra t ion of s a l i cy l amide 
was s tud i ed a t 363 K. The v a r i a t i o n of i o n i c s t r e n g t h was 
s t u d i e d a t 363 K and t h e observed r a t e cons t an t s were found 
t o be i n s e n s i t i v e to t h e i o n i c s t r e n g t h . The e f f e c t of 
t empera tu re on r a t e of hydro lys i s was s tud i ed w i t h i n t h e 
t empera tu re range 3^3 to 368 K. The a c t i v a t i o n parameters 
were c a l c u l a t e d us ing Arrhenius and Eyring equa t i ons . The 
p l o t s of t h e In k , versus 1/T a re shown i n Figure 3 . The 
e f f ec t of sodium hydroxide concen t r a t ion was s tud ied by c a r r y -
ing out k i n e t i c measurements a t 363 K by varying ^ 0 H " _ 7 ^rom 
0,50 t o 3.00 mol dm~^. The p l o t of k^^^ versus [On'J i s 
shown i n Figure 4 , The r a t e consti ints c a l c u l a t e d under 
d i f f e r e n t cond i t ions of the r eac t i on a re summarised i n 
Tables 13»14,15 ^nd 17 and a c t i v a t i o n parameters a r e given 
i n Table 16. The eicperimental da ta obta ined a t d i f f e r e n t 
sodium hydroxide concen t ra t ion f i t t h e empir ica l equat ion ( 4 ) , 
1 ^0 
^ = B. . - r - '=— (4) 
^obs ' ^ ^ » " - / 
where B. and B^ are the arbitrary constants. The mechanism of 
hydrolysis of salicylamide consistent with the observed results 
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has oeen proposed and given in Scheme 2. The hydrolysis of 
salicylamide through the dianionic te t rahedra l addit ion 
intermediate i s negl ig ib le due to the presence of ionised 
phenolic grciup. The s teady-s ta te approximation for react ive 
t e t r ahedra l intermediate leads to the following ejqpressions 
for the pseudo-f i rs t -order ra te constant . 
k. k^ K. /"0H"7 
^obs = ^ = 5 (5) 
(k +k )(1+K ^"OH" 7+K K2^0H~7^) 
The equation (5) i s further reduced to the equation (6) by 
applying the condition: 
K / " 0 H 7 K K' rOH'J^ 
1 < ( _a_r - + _ _ ^ . _ ! . -^  ) 
K K K 
w w w 
where K and K' are the ionisation constants of species A and 
a a 
A" respectively in reaction mechanism and K is ionic product 
of water. 
k 1^ V^^Z_______ (6) 
The aoove assumption is satisfactorily applicable as K„ is of 
a 
the order'^ s^  10 . The equation (6) is similar to the best 
fitted empirical equation (4) with, 
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^1 ^2 
2 ^ 1^ 2 
< 
and 
At relatively higher /"OH / the condition that 1<-;r— is 
found to be kinetically more pronounced and hence equation (6) 
is further reduced equation (7), 
^^^ ( k . ^ k j ^ 
"^  K 
w 
which shows that the rate is independent of hydroxide ion 
7 8 9 
concentration »^ '-'. 
Although Scheme 2 is sufficient to account for the 
observed kinetic data where the ionised form has been considered 
as an unreactive species, yet an alternative reaction path 
assuming the ionised form of the substrate as a reactive species 
can not be completely ruled out as it gives the same addition 
10 intermediate , |^  
0 'l*"^  
The kinetic equation derived considering this additional kinetic 
step will have the same dependence on hydroxide ion concentration 
as shown by equation (6). 
o = o 
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2.7 28 2.9 
1/T xlO^ 
Figure 3 Effect of temperature on kobs ^or 











0.5 1.0 1.5 
1/ [0H"] 
FMot of the variation of 1/kobs 
for Hydrolysis of Sallcylamide 
2.0 
versus 1 / [ 0 H " ] 
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TABLE - 13 
Concentra t ion Dependence of k , f o r 
Hydrolys is of Sa l icy lamide . 
^ 3 a l i c y l a m i d e _ 7 ^ ° V b s 






Condi t ions : ["tiaOHj^^ 1.00 mol dm"-^; 
p » 0.50 mol dm ; 
T = 363 K 
TABLE - 14 
I o n i c S t reng th Dependence of k-w fo r 
Hydrolys is of Sa l i cy lamide . 
Ionic Strength 
















Condi t ions ; [k^J^ 0.005 mol dm"-^; 
(rNaOH_7= 1«00 mol dm"3; 
T » 363 K 
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TABLE - 15 
Temperature Dependence of k -^^ f o r 

















Condi t ions : C^QJ'" 0.005 mol dm"-^; 
^NaOH /x. 1.00 mol dm"'^; 
- - . 5 
ju » O.!>0 ao l dm -^  
TABLE - 16 
4^ AU^ A F ^ AH^ - A S ' Ea In A 
kJmol"'' kJmol"^ JK"'''mor'' kJmol''' Sec"'' 
107.15 66.21 112.77 69.22 11.78 
Calcu la ted from equat ion A F ' * ° = A H ' ^ - T A S ' ' ^ 
a t 363 K. 
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TABLE - 17 
Sodium Hydroxide Ooncentration Dependence 
of k ^ for Hydrolysis of Salicylamide. 
/"NaOH 7 





















Conditions: /"A^_7» 0.005 mol dm'^; 
^ = 0.50 mol dm'-^; T » 363 K 
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CHAPTER VII 
HYDROLYSIS OF METAL-AMIDE COMP LE XE S 
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INTRODUCTION 
Metal ions have been found to catalyse a la rge number of 
1 
organic react ions l i ke hydrolysis of Schiff bases , the 
2 decarboxylation of (X'-keto acids , carboxylation of primary n i t r o 
3 
compounds, methyl ketones e t c . Metal ions are also essen t ia l to 
the ca t a ly t i c ac t iv i ty of a number of enzyme systems, A metal 
ion , when chelated wi l l cause the electrons in anorganic ligand 
to be red is t r ibu ted and, as a r e s u l t , the r eac t iv i t y of some 
poin t in the chelate r ing , in an adjacent ring system, or in a 
pendant functional group in the chelate molecule w i l l be a l t e red 
to some extent . In addition to the locat ion of the electron 
centre with respect to metal ion, other factors also control the 
extent to which the chelated ligand reac t iv i ty i s affected. 
The proper t ies of a metal ion tha t determine the s ize 
and s t a b i l i t y of the chelate ring tha t i s formed with a ligand 
include i t s s i ze , co-ordination number, and stereochemistry. All 
these proper t ies become important in reactions where the metal 
ion serves to posi t ion the reactants by chelate ring formation 
in a manner su i table for reaction to occur. Such a react ion may 
take p lace , since the react ive s i t e s are brought close together 
by chelate formation or the chelated ligand i s forced in to a 
configuration tha t i s favourable for the react ion. Electron-
withdrawal in a ligand by the metal ion can weaken a bond and 
re su l t in i t s rupture or f a c i l i t a t e at tack by a nucleophi le . The 
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effectiveness of the metal ion in such cases depends to a large 
extent on i t s charge as well as on i t s s i z e . 
Invest igat ions of the hydrolysis of various types of amides 
showed tha t an amide group i s act ivated towards nucleophil ic 
a t tack when carbonyl oxygen i s co-ordinated with a metal ion. The 
s t r u c t u r a l requirement for effect ive co-ordination i s tha t the 
carbonyl oxygen must foroi par t of a chelating system. Amide, 
amino and carboxylate groups can a l l function as the co-ordinating 
cen t re (s ) of the chelate system and consequently the hydrolyses 
of OC-amino amides, CC-acylamino acids and d i - , t r i - and higher 
pept ides are catalysed by metal ions . 
The hydrolysis of glycinaniide was catalysed by Cu , 
O O ii. 
and Ni , at pH 9 and Cu^ "*" was most effective . In the absence of 
metal ions , phenylglycinamide(l) cyclised in aqueous solution to 
give 3-benzyl-2,5"-diketopiprazine(2) by an intramolecular reaction 
between the terminal -NH^ and -CONH^  groups. In the presence of 
Cu^*, the hydrolyi 
with cyc l i sa t ion . 
 l ses of peptide and amide l inks were competitive 
CO CO 
y \ y \ 
PhCH^CH NH PhCHXH NH 
I I I I 




The in terac t ion of K2PtCl^ with asparagine gives an inner 
complex salt,, bis-(asparagine) platinum(11)^. The unco-ordinated 
amide groups of the complex were readily hydrolysed by d i lu te 
a l k a l i at a r a t e which was almost double tha t of free asparagine. 
The carbonyl groups were more pos i t ive in complex than the free 
asparagine molecule by which nucleophil ic at tack on carbonyl group 
was f a c i l i t a t e d , 
The hydrolytic s p l i t t i n g of amides of dibasic acid was 
7 found to be catalysed by metal ions . The ca t a ly t i c hydrolysis of 
malonamide was studied in presence of Ce(IV) ions at 37 . For 
Ce(III ) and La(III) t h i s effect was noted only at higher 
temperature. I t was found tha t as the carbon chain between the two 
amide groups was increased the ca ta ly t i c effect became much less 
pronounced. This was ascribed to the formation of chelate ring as 
an intermediate . 
The effect of Cu(II) ion on the hydrolysis of potassium 
ethyl oxala te , potassitim ethyl malonate and ethyl oxamate was 
studied and i t was found tha t the ra te of the react ion increased 
by a fac tor of 10 "^  - 10 , but the r a t e for the hydrolysis of 
picolinamide and N-methylpicolinamide was somewhat decreased , 
This decrease was believed to be due to the fact tha t amides form 
chelate rings which were broken in hydrolysis reac t ion . 
During the studies of cupric ions catalysed hydrolysis of 
glycine ethyl e s t e r , glycinamide and picolinamide i t was shown tha t 
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cupric ion promoted the hydrolysis of glycinamide near neut ra l 
9 
pH but less effect ively than glycine ethyl e s t e r . While a t 
pH>11 cupric ion inhibi ted the hydrolysis of glycinamide and 
picolinamide. I t was concluded tha t cupric ion accelera tes 
the hydrolysis of amides as well as es te rs at pH values where 
simple associat ion or chelation through carbonyl oxygen occurs 
but amide hydrolysis i s markedly inhib i ted at pH values above 
which cupric ion promoted ionisat ion of amide hydrogei i s complete 
and chelation occurs at amide ni t rogen. 
The s tudies on Copper(II) ion promoted hydrolysis of DL-
10 
aspartamide and iminodiacetamide showed tha t r a t e was increased 
at a l k a l i concentration greater than 10 M. While ca t a ly t i c effect 
of copper(II) ion was negl igible in strong a lka l i so lu t ions . 
Similar inves t igat ions on copper ion catalysed hydrolysis of DL-
asparagine and DL-isoasparagine were carr ied out over a broad pH 
11 
range . The copper( l l ) ion increased the hydrolysis r a t e of DL-
isoasparagine in neut ra l and weakly a lkal ine solut ions while the 
r a t e was decreased in stronger a lkal ine so lu t ions . In case of DL-
asparagine ra te was increased in weakly a lkal ine solut ions but 
decreased in neut ra l so lu t ions . 
The rate of base hydrolysis of /"Co(NH,)^EMF^7^* 
(EMF = Dimethylfonnamide) was determined and compared with the 
12 hydrolysis of unco-ordinated species . The amide cleavage was 
4 
accelerated by ^10 fo lds . The possible reaction mechanism for 
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base hydro lys i s i s given in Scheme 1 which con t a in s two p a t h s . 
The major p a t h corresponds to hydroxide ion a t t a c k a t carbonyl 
c e n t r e , l ead ing to ^Co(NH,)^00CH_7^* and miCH^)^ whi le t h e 
minor pa th l e ads t o l^Coi^H^) J^tiJ'^* and DMF. 
N(CH3)- -^  / "^H 
NCCH^)^ 
0 
C ^ H 
/ " - " 
HN(CH ) ^ 
+ J c-
— / ^ -a; J. « fasty 
(b) ^ ( N H , ) . 0 0 0 = 0-^ 7^+ + OH ' 
^ ^ ^N(CH3)2" 
u 
^"(NH2)(NH3)^CoO«c:^ J ^ * __slow^ 
'NCCH^)^ 
H /N(CH3)2 H.O . 
Scheme 1 
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1 ^  Sayre •'^  studied the hydrolysis of amides and emphasised 
tha t the ra te - l imi t ing step in amide hydrolysis in neu t ra l pH 
regions i s breakdown of the te t rahedra l intermediate (TI) . 
Thus, the major ca t a ly t i c role of any metal found to accelerate 
amide hydrolysis must be a f a c i l i t a t i o n of the C-N cleavage s tep . 
This can resu l t from the a b i l i t y of metal-bound water to serve as 
a general-acid ca ta lys i s (GAC) in promoting the leaving nitrogen 
and/or from the a b i l i t y of the metal to f a c i l i t a t e the breakdown 
of the TI d i r e c t l y . The l a t t e r can be viewed in terms of a pKa 
lowering effect of the metal in enhancing the nucleophi l ic i ty of 
one of the oxygens in the TI, thereby promoting displacement of 
n i t rogen, or in tenns of the reverse of the C-N cleavage s tep , 
where co-ordination of the zinc to the carboxylic acid moiety 
would ac t iva te i t towards at tack by unbound amine. I f the metal 
acce lera tes the TI breakdown step to the degree tha t TI formation 
becomes part;ly or wholly r a t e - l imi t ing , then an addi t ional 
c a t a l y t i c effect of the metal, involving e i the r carbonyl-activation 
or M-OH pa r t i c ipa t i on , can be rea l i sed . In general , one would 
expect to observe large ra te accelerat ions by metal ions in the 
hydrolysis of model amide substrates provided (1) tha t the model 
binds the metal ion with suff ic ient a f f in i ty to ensure i t s 
co-ordination in the TI (in a mode which discourages i t s in te rac t ion 
with the leaving nitrogen) and (2) tha t the geometriceO. r e s t r i c t i o n s 
imposed by the model do not preclude s tereoelectronic requirenents . 
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In the event that M~OH.., does not play a GAC role in the C-N 
cleavage s tep , GAC could a l t e rna t ive ly be provided by buffer 
in the case of model reactions or by another act ive s i t e group 
in the case of metallopeptidases. 
The vtfork described herein i s concerned with the 
k ine t i c s and mechanism of the a lka l ine hydrolysis of copper(II) 
complexes of L-asparaglne, salicylamide and malonamide and 
coba l t ( I I ) complex of L--asparagine. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
L-Asparagine (F luka ) , sa l i cy lamide (BDH), malonamide (F luka ) , 
c u p r i c su lpha te (BDH) and cobal tous n i t r a t e (BDH) were used as 
such . All o t h e r reagen ts were reagent g rade . All t h e s o l u t i o n s 
were prepared in double d i s t i l l e d wate r . 
KINETIC MEASUREMENTS: 
Ctopper(II) and c o b a l t ( I I ) ion complexes of L-asparag ine , 
s a l i cy l amide and malonamide were prepared by adding r e q u i s i t e volume 
of cup r i c su lpha te o r cobal tous n i t r a t e so lu t ion in t h e r eac t ion 
m i x t u r e , when t h e r e a c t i o n was s t a r t e d . The procedure adopted f o r 
k i n e t i c measurements of ammonia concen t ra t ions during t h e s t u d i e s 
was same as descr ibed in Chapter I I . 
CALCULATIONS: 
The pseudo f i r s t - o r d e r r a t e cons tan t s fo r h y d r o l y s i s of 
C u ( I I ) - a s p a r a g i n e , Co(I l)--asparagine and Cu( I I ) - s a l i cy l amide 
complexes were obta ined as descr ibed in Chapter IV, The hydro lys i s 
of Cu(II)Hnalonamide complex followed consecut ive f i r s t - o r d e r 
k i n e t i c s . The r a t e constants ,k^^^, , and i^2obs'^®'^® determined as 
desc r ibed i n Chapter I I f o r hydro lys i s of u rea . 
S o l u b i l i t y product of cupr ic hydroxide was de t ec t ed by 
e s t ima t ing concen t r a t i on of d i s so lved Cu(II) ions i o d o m e t r i c a l l y . 
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TABLE - 1 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm"-^  
Concentration of Sodi\iin Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm"^ 
Ionic Strength ( yu ) « 0.50 mol dm"-^  
Temperature . 328 K 
^CuS0^_7- 0.0010 mol dm"^  ['CnSO^Jm 0.0025 mol dm"^ 
Time 10^ X Time 10^ X 
-3 -"5 


















































= 3.65 min"'' 
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TABLE 
Var i a t ion of Copper(II) Ion Concentra t ion 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm -3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodii-UD Hydroxide » 1.00 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th ( ju ) 
Temperature 
= 0.50 mol dm 
= 328 K 
-3 
-3 
/~CuS0^_7» 0.0040 mol dm' 





obs 3.71 min 
-1 
/7CuSO^_7= 0.0050 mol dm 
Time 10^ X 
-3 










































lO^Q^g » 3.55 min"'' 
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TABLE - 3 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) a 0.005 mol dm"^ 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm"'^  
Ionic Strength ( |J ) « 0.50 mol dm'-^  
Temperature = 328 K 
^ 'CuSO^y. 0.0065 mol dic'^ Z"C^S0^_7- 0.010 mol dm'-^  
-3 
Time 10^ X 












^k . = 3.07 min"'' 



























» 5.55 min 
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TABLE - 4 
' ' - na t ion Of xonie stre.^ 
concentration or L-A.paragi„e (A , „ 
— r a t i o n 0 . cupric Sulp J , " ' " ^ " " ^ "^^ ^ ^ ^ 
concentration of S o . i « H . ^ I J ^ " °-°°^ ^ ^ -^ '^ 
Temperature ^Oroxide . I.QO „ , ! ^^-J 














































^ . 5 5 
42.10 
^°Xbs =- ^•12 min-'' 
^° ^oba - ^-83 min-"" 
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TABLE - 5 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm 
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate » 0.005 mol dm 
- • ' 5 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm -^ 




























a 3.64 min 


























a 3.64 min* 
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TABLE - 6 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm""^  
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate m 0.005 mol dm'^ 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1,00 mol dm 













. • 3 5 







































1 0 V v^o - ^ '06 'lO^k ^ , » 4.12 min''' 
ODS ODS 
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TABLE - 7 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0,005 mol dm -3 
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate « 0,005 mol dm 
-3 
-3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide 
Ionic Strength { p. ) 
1.00 mol dm 





























































lO^k^^g » 2.78 min"'' ^^\hs ' 5.75 min-'' 
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TABLE - 8 
Variation of Temperature 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) - 0.005 mol dm 




Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.00 mol dm' 
Ionic Strength ( ju) = 0.50 mol dm -3 
Temperature = 3^8 K 
Time 
min 
4 10 X 
mol dm -3 
Temperature 
Time 
min mol dm 
4 10 X 
358 K 
-3 
Temperature » 365 K 
Time 
min 
4 10 X 




























































obs 9.97 min"'' lO^k^^g = 18.04 min"'' 
lO^ k. obs 25.79 min 
-1 
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TABLE - 9 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A^) » 0.005 mol dm"^ 
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm"-^  
Ionic Strength ( ju ) > 0.50 mol dm"^ 



























































« 1.38 min'^ 
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TABLE -10 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm "^ 
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
















J « 0. 
^ 0 \ b s = 2 






























1 0 \ b s -
mol dm"-^  
k 
0.75 mol dm"-^  












» 3.07 min"'' 
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TABLE - 11 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of L-Asparagine (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Ionic Strength ( |a ) = 0.50 mol dm -^  
















i o \ ^ 
7 . 
bs = 


















































» 5.94 min 
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TABLE - 12 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide Concent ra t ion 
Concen t ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) « 0.005 mol dm 
-3 
Concen t ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
"3 I o n i c Strenij th ( ju) - 0 . 5 0 mol dm 














' ^ \ ^ s " 
1.75 mol dm"-^  
10^ X 
-5 









































« 9.40 min"'' 
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TABLE - 1 5 
Variation of Cobalt(II) Ion Concentration 
—3 Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,00 mol dm 



































» 0.50 mol 
















dm -^  
»0 .0015 - 3 mol dm ^ 
4 10 X 
-3 












^^\bs = "^ '99 min-'' ^o\^^ » 4.22 min'^ 
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TABLE - 14 
Variation of Cobalt(II) Ion Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concent ra t ion ( 
















^^\^s ' ^^-08 





















-3 B a 1.00 mol dm 
-3 
» 0.50 mol dm -^  
= 328 K 
^"Co(N0j)2_7» 0.0035 mol dm"^ 
Time 10^ X 
«3 














TABLE - 15 
Var i a t i on of C o b a l t ( I I ) 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine 
Ion 
' ^ ) 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( p. ) 
Temperature 
^Co(NO^)2^7 =0 .0045 mol dm"^ 
Time 10^ X 











^ ^ \ t s - '^-32 "l in" ' 
/: 
Concent ra t ion 
-5 
= 0,005 mol dm ^ 
= 1.00 mol dm "^  
-5 
= 0 . 5 0 mol dm 
« 328 K 
"Co(N0,)2_7» 0.005 mol dm'"^ 
Time 10^ X 
"•3 












lO^k^^g " ^ ' ^ ^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 16 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
-3 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) » 0.005 tnol dm 
-3 
Concentration of Cobaltous Ni t ra t e » O.0025mol dm 
-3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1,00 mol dm 
Temperature » 328 K 













10^k^, ^ = 
ODS 
.00 













> 5.18 min"^ 

































TABLE .- 17 
Va r i a t i on of Ion ic S t rength 
"3 Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) a 0.005 mol dm 
"3 
Concent ra t ion of Cobaltous N i t r a t e » O.0025mol dm 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm 























































lO^k^^g ' ^"^^ ^^'^ ^°^^obs " ^^'^^ ° ^ ' ' ' 
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TABLE - 18 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
-3 
Concentreition of L-Asparagine (A^) « 0.005 mol dm 
-3 
Concentrgition of Cobaltous Ni t ra te • O.0025mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1,00 mol dm 




















































lO^k^^g » 4.51 min''' ''^^^obs " ^^'^^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 1 9 
Var i a t i on of Temperature 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) 
Concent ra t ion of Cobaltous N i t r a t e 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide 
I o n i c S t r eng th ( |i ) 
0.005 mol dm -3 
0.0025 mol dm 
1.00 mol dm -^ 
-5 
0 .5 mol dm 
-3 






















































^O^^olDS = 5 - ^ 5 min-^ lO^k. Obs 5.83 min 
-1 
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TABLE - 20 
Var ia t ion of Temperature 
-3 Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Cobaltous N i t r a t e = 0.0025 mol dm 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.00 mol dm 














^ 0 \ b s « 10 
(P) 















.49 min ^  
» 0 .5 - 3 mol dm 


























» 17.65 min"^ 
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TABLE - 21 
Va r i a t i on of Sodium Hydroxide 
Concent ra t ion of L-Asparagine (A ) 
Concent ra t ion of Cobaltous N i t r a t e 
















^ 0 \ b s -































Concentra t ion 
» 0.005 mol dm~^ 
- 0.0025 mol dm'-^ 
= 0.50 mol dm -^  
« 328 K 















3bs - 2-60 min' ' ' 
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TABLE -22 




Concentration of L-Asparagine (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concentration of Cobaltous Ni t ra te » 0,0025 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( /u ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm •^  






























































1o\Q^g = 3.39 min"'' ' " ^ \ b s " 7.15 min''' 
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TABLE - 23 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of L-Asparagine (A^) « 0.005 mol dm -3 
0.0025 mol dm 
-3 
Concentration of Cobaltous Ni t ra te 
Ionic Strength ( fi ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 













































i o \ ^ > . . 
- 3 














= 9.61 min' ' ' 
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TABLE - 24 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
-3 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide = 1.75 mol dm 












































= 0.50 mol 
- 328 K 


















lO^Q^jg = 1.37 min~'' ^°\bs " ^'"^^ ^^^^ 
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TABLE - 25 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
-3 
Concentration of Salicylamide (A ) =s 0.005 mol dm 
-3 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide » 1.75 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) =0 .50 mol dm'"^  

























































10 k^^g » 1.27 min"'' ''^^^obs ° ^*^'^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLE -26 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Salicylamide (A ) » 0.005 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide = 1,75 mol dm 
I o n i c S t r eng th 
Temperature 
( H ) 


































































10 k^^., « 1.30 min""^  ''^^^obs " ''•^'' °^^'^ 
TABLE - 27 
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Var i a t i on of I o n i c S t reng th 
Concent ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm -3 
Concent ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
,-3 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide 
T emp e r a t u r e 


























































lO^Qj^g a 1.04 min"'' ^ o \ b s - 1.12 min-' ' 
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TABLF - 2 8 
Var i a t i on of Ion i c S t reng th 
Concent ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concen t ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide « 1.75 mol dm 
Temperature » 328 K 























































lO^Q^jg = 1.29 min""" ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ g = 1.46 min"'' 
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TABLF - 29 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
Concentration of Salicylamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm" 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate » 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide o 1.75 mol dm 






















































1 o \ ^ ^ g = 1.34 min"'' ' ^ O ^ Q ^ ^ - 1.61 min"'' 
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TABLE - 30 
V a r i a t i o n of Temperature 
Concen t ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A^) » 0.005 mol dm 
-3 
Concen t ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 






















































1 o \ ^ ^ g = 0 .84 min"'' "^^^^obs '" '^'^^ ^^^''^ 
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TABLE - 31 
Va r i a t i on of Teniperature 
Concen t ra t ion of Sal icylamide (A ) = 0«005 mol dm -3 
Concent ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate 
Concen t ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide 
I o n i c S t r eng th { ]i ) 
0.005 mol dm 
1.00 mol dm "^  
-3 
















= 348 K 











































































^ • ^ \ b s ' 2 . 4 9 min-'' 
4 10 k 
obs - 4.82 min"'' lO^k^^jg" 6.05 min"'' 
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TABLF - 32 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
-3 Concentration of Salicylamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) = 0.50 mol dm 
















































lO^Q^g « 0.54 min"'' ''^^^obs = °*^^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 33 
V a r i a t i o n of Sodium Hydi'oxide Concent ra t ion 
-3 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sa l icy lamide (A^) = 0.005 mol dm 
Concen t ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 














J = ->• 
(P) 















= 328 K 






























lO^Q^g = 1.15 min"' ''^^^^obs ° ' '•^'' ^^^ 
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TABLE - 34 
Var i a t ion of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sa l icy lamide (A ) = 0.005 mol dm 
-5 
Concent ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate = 0.005 mol dm 
I o n i c S t reng th 
Tanpera tu re 




























= 0.50 mol dm'-^  






























^ ° \ b s = ''-^ 5 ""^ "^^  ' ' ° \ b s " "^ -^ ^ ^^^'^ 
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TABLE - 35 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concoitration 
Concentration of Malonamide (A ) » 0.0015 mol dm 
_3 GoncQitration of Sodiiim Hydroxide » 0.30 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( ju ) =0 .50 mol dm 







































































Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concentration 
Concaitration of Malonamide (A ) = 0.0015 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Sodium Hydix)xide » 0.30 mol dm 
.5 
Ionic Strength ( f t ) » 0.50 mol dm 
Temperature « 323 K 
/JCuSO^Jm O.OO06mol dm"^ 
Time 10^ X 
-3 














-3 I CuS0^_7= 0.0010 mol dm -^  
Time 10^ X 
-3 













^ O ^ o b s ' 1.52 min-^ •'0^^2obs ' 1-96 min-'' 
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TABLE - 37 
Variation of Copper(II) Ion Concoatration 
-3 
loncentration of Malonamide (A ) » 0.0015 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide « 0.30 mol dm 
Ionic St re ig th ( p ) = 0 . 5 0 mol dm 
















0.0015 mol dm~^  
4 
10 X 











































10^k2Q^g » 1.91 min"^ ''0^^2obs ' ^'^'^ ^^'^ 
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TABLE - 38 
Variation of Ionic Strength 
-3 
-3 
Concentration of Malonamide (A ) » 0.0015 mol dm 
Concentration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.0015 mol dm 
Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide « 0.30 mol dm 
Temperature = 323 K 
ju « 0.00 
Time 10^ X 
-3 




























































10^k2Q^g » 2.26 min"'' ^0^^2obs ' ^ '^^ °^^'^ 
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TABLE - 39 
Var ia t ion of Ion ic S t rength 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) » 0.0015 mol dm -3 
Concent ra t ion of Cupric Sulphate » 0.0015 mol dm 
-3 
Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide « 0.30 mol dm 















































































Variation of Temperature 
\3 ffiol dm 
-3 
"3 
Concen t ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) » 0«0015 mol dm 
C o n c a i t r a t i o n of Cupric Sulphate = 0,0015 mol dm 
-3 Concent ra t ion of Sodium Hydroxide » 0.30 mol dm 
































a 3 . 3 ^ min 


































a 5.59 min" 
^^^^2oh3 ' ^'^'^ " ' ^ " ^ ''^^^2obs " ^-"^^ ° ^ ^ ' ^ 
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TABLE - ^ 1 
Var i a t i on of Temperature 
Concent ra t ion of Malonamide (A ) » 0.0015 mol dm 




Cone t i t r a t i o n of Sodium Hydroxide « 0,30 mol dm' 















































- 338 K 
10^ X 













lO^k^Q^jg = 6,.66 min"'' 
10^k2Q^g » 3,80 min"'' 
^ o \ o b s - 9 .57 min-'' 
^ O ^ o b s - 5.82 min-'" 
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TABLE - 42 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
-3 
Concentration of Malonamide (A ) « 0.0015 mol dm 
ConcQitration of Cupric Sulphate = 0.0015 mol dm "^ 




































- 3 0.50 mol dm 
323 K 

































lO^k^Q^g = 3.37 min''' ''^''^^lobs " ^ '^^ ^^^^ 
10^k2o^g » 1.()0min''' ''°''^^2obs ' ^*°' ' ° ' ^" ' ' 
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TABLE - 4 3 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Conc€nti*ation 
-3 
Concentration of Malonamide (A^) = 0.0015 mol dm 
-3 Concentration of Cupric Sulphate « 0.0015 mol dm 
Ionic Strength ( p ) = 0.50 mol dm -^  































































10^k^„K. = 5.20 min"'' 10^k.^K„ » 6.07 min"'' 
'lobs -^  ^ lobs 
^2obs = 2.34 min"'' 10^k2^^3 1 0 \ o . K . '' ko,.>.„ » 2,73 min"'' 
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TABLE -44 
Variation of Sodium Hydroxide Concentration 
Concentration of Malonamide (A ) = 0.0015 mol dm 




Ionic Strength ( /u ) 
Temperature 
= 0.50 mol dm 

















1.00 mol dm -^  
4 
10 X 













































^O^^lobs = ^-74 min-^ 
^Q^^2obs - 3.18 min-'' 
^O^^lobs - 7.09 min-'' 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hydrolys is of C u ( I I ) - a s p a r a g i n e , C o ( I I ) - a s p a r a g i n e and 
Cu(I I ) -sa l icyl£ imide in a l k a l i n e medium i s p s e u d o - f i r s t - o r d e r 
r e a c t i o n s while t h a t of copper(II)-malonamide complex h y d r o l y s i s 
i s a f i r s t - o r d e r consecut ive r e a c t i o n . C u ( I I ) - a s p a r a g i n e , 
Cu( l I ) - s a l i cy l Jun ide and Cu(II)-malonaiiiide complexes hydro lyse i n 
a lKa l i ne medium by folining t e t r a h e d r a l add i t i on i n t e r m e d i a t e s 
wnich breakdown to give amioonia, cuprj.c hydroxide and correspond-
ing ca rboxy l i c ac ids whi le Co( I I ) - a spa rag ine complex f i r s t 
d i s s o c i a t e i n to L-asparagine and C o b a l t ( I I ) hydroxide and 
L-asparagine then hydi"olyse i n to p r o d u c t s . 
1. HYDROLYSIS OF Cu(II)-ASPARAGINE AND Co(II)-ASPARAGINE COMPLEXES. 
The k i n e t i c s of hydro lys i s of Cu ( I I ) - a spa rag ine complex was 
s t u d i e d under the i d e n t i c a l cond i t ions as done f o r L-asparag ine 
h y d r o l y s i s (Chaipter V) . The v a r i a t i o n of Cu(II) ion concen t r a t i on on 
-3 -2 
L-asparag ine was c a r r i e d out a t 328K ranging from 1.0x10 t o 1.0x10 
mol dm -^, The r a t e of hyd ro lys i s of t h e C u ( I I ) - a s p a r a g i n e complex 
was found to be l e s s than t h e r a t e of L-asparagine h y d r o l y s i s . There 
was no e f f ec t of i on ic s t r e n g t h v a r i a t i o n on t h e r a t e of h y d r o l y s i s . 
The s t u d i e s were a l so c a r r i e d out a t d i f f e r e n t t empera tu res 
ranging from 323 t o 363K, The var ious a c t i v a t i o n parameters were 
eva lua ted us ing Arrhenius and Eyring equat ions and p l o t of In k , 
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versus 1/T i s given in Figure 1. Sodium hydroxide concentration 
effect was studied within the range of 0.10 to 2.00 moldm -^  a t 
328K and plot of k^ ^^ ^ versus fOK'Jia shown in Figure 2. The 
ra te constants evaluated under different conditions of reaction 
are presented in Tables 45,46,47 and 49 while ac t iva t ion para-
meters are given in Table 48. Experimental data obtained by 
varying sodium hydroxide concentration f i t the «npir ica l equation 
(1 ) , 
^obs = ^0 C^^'J (^) 
where k i s an empirical constant, 
o 
L-Asparagine reacts with Cu(II) ions in a lka l ine medium to 
form a v io l e t complex ' . The mechanism of a lka l ine hydrolysis 
of t h i s complex i s given in Scheme 2,describing two p a r a l l e l 
routes each giving aspar t ic acid and ammonia as products . The 
k ine t i c equation derived on the basis of t h i s mechanism consider-
ing the p a r a l l e l routes i s given as follows: 
k 
k^  k^ r O H ' j K g p k ' ^k^ /^HVK^^OH- . / ^ 
^^^ " (k.^ .k2 ) (K^ fOn-J^ . K p^) (k : ^4 ) (K^^0H- .7^ . K3p) 
where K, is the dissociation constant of complex and K is the 
solubility product of Cu(OH)p. The value of K, is reported to 
be 1.26x10"^^ while we have detennined K which is 2.82x10"'^ . 
sp 
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Therefore, K, may be neglected in comparison to K in ecpiation (2) 
and t h i s equation i s reduced to equation (3) . 
k, k,, /"OH" 7 k' k' /"OH' / K, /"OH" / ^ 
°^^ (k_. |+k2) ^^ ' .1^^2^^sp 
The second term of equation (3) have K, /"OH _/ in numerator, 
which can be neglected in comparison to the f i r s t and the 
equation (2) i s further reduced t o : 
k. kp ^OH J 
^obs = — - ^ - ^ (^) 
°^^ (k . k ) 
The above equation i s s imilar to the empirical equation (1) with 
^o ~ *^ -j ^^2''^^-1 "*" ^2^ * ^^ ^^  complete hydrolysis of Cu(II ) -
asparagine complex occurs through route 1 whereas route 2 have no 
considerable importance. 
Co-ordination of carboxylic amides through the amide group 
ni trogen with metal ions does not produce ac t iva t ion towards 
17 
a lka l ine hydrolysis . Co-ordination of amide nitrogen in Cu(II)-
asparagine i s responsible for comparatively l e s s effect ive break-
down of te t rahedra l intermediate, lA, to products. This explains 
the slow ra te of hydrolysis of complex in comparison to L-asparagine 
in a lkal ine medium. 
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Studies on the k inet ics of Co(II)-asparagine complex 
hydrolysis in a lkal ine medium were carr ied out vinder s imi lar 
conditions of ionic s t rength , temperature and sodium hydroxide 
concentration as reported for Cu(II)-asparagine complex. The 
r a t e of Co(II)-asparagine hydrolysis was comparable to the 
L-asparagine hydrolysis . Plots of In k ^ ^ versus 1/T and k^^g 
versus ^ 0 H " _ 7 are given in Figures 1 and 2 respec t ive ly . The 
observed ra te constants are summarised in Tables 45,46,47 and 49 
while act ivat ion parameters are given in Table 48. Experimental 
data obtained by varying sodium hydroxide concentration f i t the 
empirical equation (1) . The proposed mechanism based on the 
observed k ine t ic data i s shown in Scheme 3 . The following k ine t ic 
equation was derived according to t h i s mechanism. 
k^  k rOti'jK k\ k'^  Z"0H",7Kd ^OH". /^ 
k^, „ = — i — ~ _ £ ] ; — _ + —: _ (5 ) 
The value of K, is reported''^  to be 3.98x10'^ while that of K„^ 
Q. Sp 
for Co(OH), i s 1.09x10"^^. Therefore, K _ in the denominator of 
€L sp 
equation (5) can be neglected in comparison to K,^OH _/ and t h i s 
equation i s simplified to equation (6) . 
k^  k^ r O H ' j K ^ p ^ k\ k^ ^ 0 H - . 7 
(k_^ ^k^)K^COH\f "* (k .^^  + k^ ) ^obs = T : : — , . , „ ; . ^ „ - , 2 "• " " " T — - r — (6) 
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Again, the first tenn of equation (6) is negligible in comparison 
to the second and the equation is further reduced to: 
kl k' ^ OH-y 
(k_^  + k2) 
The above equation i s s imilar to the empirical equation (1) and 
complete hydrolysis of Co(II)-asparagine occurs through route 2 
of the reaction mechanism. 
The act ivat ion parameters for the hydrolysis of Cu(II)-
asparagine and Co(II)-asparagine complexes are near to those 
l i s t e d in Table 20 (Chapter V) for hydrolysis of L-asparaglne 
under ident ica l condit ions. The inappreciable difference of 
entropies of ac t ivat ion for hydrolysis of these complexes and 
L-asparagine indicates that the act ivat ion complexes involved in 
the rate-determining step are having ident ica l s t ruc tu re s . 
2 . HYDROLYSIS OF Cu(II)-SALICYLAMIDE COMPLEX 
The kjjietic s tudies on Cu(II)-salicylamide complex in 
a lka l ine medium were carr ied out at different ionic s t rength , 
temperature amd sodium hydroxide concentration. The var ia t ion of 
metal ion concentration was studied and the i^ te of hydrolysis of 
complex was found to be less than the ra te of salicylamide hydro-
l y s i s . The ra te constants evaluated under different conditions are 
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given in Tables 50,51,52 and 5^ while act ivat ion parameters are 
presented in Table 53. Plots of In k^^^ versus 1/T and k^^^ 
versus fOR'J are presented in Figures 3 and 4 respect ively . 
Experimental data obtaiiaed by varying sodium hydroxide concen-
t r a t i o n (Table 5A) f i t the enpi r ica l equation (8 ) , 
B. + ; r - ^ , (8 ) 
^obs ' ^ Z"0H-.7 
where B. and Bp are the a rb i t ra ry constants . The react ion 
mechanism ejqplaining a l l the k ine t ic data i s shown in Scheme 4 
which leads to the following k ine t ic equation. 
K 
w 
- 72 k^ ' k2 Z"OH"J K^  Z"0H'7 (9) 
(k;_^ +k2)(1 +K '^ /rOH\7)(K^ f 0H"_7^+Kgp) 
K 
w 
tt M . 
where K and K are the ionisat ion constants of species C and 
A~ respect ively , while K i s ionic product of water. The value 
18 —8 
of dissociat ion constant of complex i s 3.98x10 and which i s 
f a r l e s s than the value of so lub i l i ty product of Cu(OH)p. Therefore, 
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equation (9) can be reduced to equation (10) as described for 
Cu(II)-asparagine complex hydrolysis . 
^obs 
''I ^2 ^ ° " " - ^ (10) 
The above equation i s s imilar to ©npirical equation (8) with 
(k , + k , ) K" (k . + k , ) 
B^  » —Jil ^ • - - 2 - and B2 =: —=^ ^ . The k ine t ic 
k,^  k2 \ k^  k2 
equation (10) represents the hydrolysis of the complex by route 1 
of the reaction mechanism. 
3 . HYDROLYSIS OF Cu(II)-MALONAMIDE COMPLEX 
The k ine t ic studies of Cu(II)-malonamide complexhydrolyais were 
carr ied out at different ionic s t rength, temperature and sodiiun 
hydroxide concentration. The ra te of complex hydrolysis was also 
found l e s s to the ra te of malonamide hydrolysis . The ra te 
constants calculated under differ<?nt conditions of hydrolysis are 
given in Tables 55,56,57 and 59 while act ivat ion parameters are 
presented jji Table 58. The plottijig of In k and kk , ver* 
sus 1/T and ^OH'^/^re presented in Figures 5 and 6 respect ively . 
Experimental data evaluated at different sodium hydroxide concen-
t r a t i o n f i t the empirical equations (11) and (12). 
k 1obs 
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B. + I=TT:Z-^ (11) 1 Z"0H-7 
1 ^ 7 ^ (^2) k , . . . ^ Z-0H-.7 \2obs 
The mechanism which i s being f i t t e d by a l l the observed k ine t ic 
data i s shown in Scheme 5 leading to the following k ine t ic 
equations,, 
^°^^ (k_^ + k2)(1 ^K^ rOH-7)(Ksp + K^  C^^'J ) 
- - . . - , P k'^  k^ roH"-/ K^  r o H " 7 ' 
(kl^ ^ k p d +K| Z " 0 H ' J ) ( K ^ /fOH'./^ + Kgp ) (13) 
k'; k'^  [OYCJ 
(k"^ +k2)(1 +K^ Z " 0 H ' 7 ) ^ 2 o b s ' , M 11 - (^ ) 
1Q The value of dissocia t ion c o n s t a n t ^ of Cu(II)-malonainide 
complex i s 1,33x10 , therefore , equation (13) can be further 
reduced to (15) as described earlier. 
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1°^^ ° (k,^ + k2)(1 +K^ r O H " 7 ) 
The equations (14) and (15) a re s i m i l a r t o t h e empi r i ca l 
(k + k ) K 
equat ions (12) and (11) with B^ = — ^ ^ ^ ; 
B^ a ; C^  « ! £ — i and Co = • =-
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1st step 0 OH 
/ - ^ ^ ^ ,0H 
GHz Cu^ 
\ 0 N H 2 ' ' 'OH 
ROUTE 1 I A 
k-1 ^i[OH'] 
. COO 
^-^ C'HZ • NH3*Cu(OH)2 
^C0NH2 
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' 'CONH, "^  OH 
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/CONH2 K; [0H-] / C O N H 
Cu{OH)2*CH2 ^CH2 



















CONH 2 H2O 
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2.7 3.1 2.9 
1/T xlO 
Effect of temperature on UQ^^ for Hydrolysis 
Co(II)-AspQrag)ne (curvel)and Cu(II)-Asparagine 





i'gure 2 Effect of concentration of Sodium Hydroxide on kobs ^°'" 
Hydrolysis ofL-Asparagine(curve 1); Co(II)-Asparagine (curve 2)g, 








2.7 3.0 2.8 2.9 
l / T * 103 
Figure 3 Effect of temperature on ko^s for Hydrolysis 










1 / [OH'J 
Figure A Plot of the variation of l/kobs^^^^us 


















1/TK 10^  
Figure 5 Effect of temperature on k^^^ (curve 1) and 











2-5 1/[0H-] 10.0 
Figure 6 Pf,ot$of the variation of 1/kiob$(curve1) 
and 1/k2obs(curve2) with 1 / [0H '3 for 
Hydrolysis of Cu(II)-ma(onamide complex 
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TABLE - 45 





































Conditions: ^ A / " 0.005 mol dm"^; /"NaOHy. 1.00 mol dm'"^; 
0.50 mol dm'^; T » 328 K 
TABLE - 46 
Ionic Strength Dependence of k , for Hydrolysis of Cu(II)-
asparagine and Co(II)-asparagine complexes. 
I o n i c 





























Conditions: C^Q_7= 0.005 mol dm"^; l'Vl**J= 0.005 mol dm"^; 
/"NaOH_7= 1.00 mol dm"^; T . 328 K 
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TABLE - 47 
Temperature Dependence of k , ^ fo r Hydrolys is of Cu(I I ) -Asparagine 




























Cond i t i ons : [^^J^^ 0.005 mol dm"^; ^M*"*"_7» 0.005 mol dm"'^; 
^rNaOH_7= 1.00 mol dm"^; )u = 0.50 mol dm' 
TABLE - 48 
Act iva t ion Parameters 
A F ' ^ A H ^ - A S ' ' ^ ^a InA 
kJmol~'' kJmol"'' JK'''mol"'' kJmol''' Sec"'' 
Cu(I I ) -Asparag-lne 
98.96 44.89 155.38 47.78 7.82 
Co( I I ) -Aspara^ lne 
98.80 44.18 156.96 47.08 7.62 
Ca lcu la ted from equat ion A F ' ' ^ = A H ^ - T AS"^ a t 348 K. 
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TABLE - 49 
Sodium Hydroxide Concentration Dependence of k u for 






































Conditions: [ k 7^ 0.005 mol dm"'-^ ; /"M*"*" /^* 0.005 mol dm'^; 
ju =0 .50 mol dm'^; T = 328 K 
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TABLE - 50 
Cu(II) Ion Concentra t ion Dependence of k^^^ f o r 
Hydjtx)lysis of Sa l i cy lamide . 
mol dm min"'' 






Cond i t ions : /"A / = 0.005 mol dm~^; 
^Na0H_7= 1.75 mol dm'^; 
ju » 0750 mol dm'-^; T » 328 K 
TABLE - 51 
Ionic Strength Dependence of k v for 
Hydrolysis of Cu(II)-Salicylamide complex 








Conditions: ^ A /» 0.005 mol dm"-^ ; 
/"Cu'*"*_7= 0.005 mol dm'-^ ; 
^Na0H_/a 1.75 mol dm'^; T « 328 K 
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TABLE - 52 
Temperature Dependence of k , for Hydrolysis 
of Cu(II)-Salicylamide Complex 







Conditions: /"A^ _7«i 0.005 mol dm'^; 
rCu**J« 0.005 mol dm"^; 
rNaOH_7= 1.00 mol dm'^; 
11 a 0.50 mol dm"^ 
TABLE - 53 
Activation Parameters 
A F ^ ^ AH'^ - A S ^ Ea InA 
kJmol"'' kJmol"'' JK"''mol''' kJmol''' Sec"'' 
a 
111.82 63.46 133.23 66.48 10.53 
Calculated from equation L\ F"^ » AH'^ - T A 5 ^ at 363 K 
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TABLE - 54 
Sodium Hydroxide Concent ra t ion Dependence of 
^obs ^°^ Hydrolys is of Cu( I I ) -Sa l i cy lamide 
complex 









Cond i t i ons : /~A 7= 0.005 mol dm" ; 
^Cu^"*'_7= 0.005 tnol dm"^; 
p = 0.50 mol dm"^; T «328 K 
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TABLE - 55 
Cu(I I ) Ion Concentra t ion Dependence of I^^QKO a^ci 
kp . fo r Hydrolys is of Malonaniide. 
/-Cu*V 























Cond i t i ons : [k^J^ 0.0015 mol dm"-'; 
/fNa0H^7» 0.30 mol dm'^; 
u » 0.50 mol dm'^; T = 323 K 
TABLE - 56 
Ionic Strength Dependence of i^^^iQ^g and kp .^^  for 
Hydrolysis of Cu(II) malonamide complex 
Ionic Strength ''O^ i^obs "^O^obs 






Cond i t i ons : C^QJ- 0.0015 mol drri"^; 
[C\i*-^J= 0.0015 mol dc]"-^; 












TABLE - i?7 
Temperature Dependence of k. j ^ ^ and k2Qj^ g f o r Hydrolysis 
of Cu(II)-flialonamide complex 
Temperature ^°^^1obs ''^^^Zobs 
^ min"^ min-1 
318 3.34 1.57 
323 3.76 1.91 
328 5.59 2 .74 
333 6.66 3.80 
338 9.57 5.82 
Cond i t ions : /"A 7= 0.0015 mol dm"-^; 
CCu**J^ 0.0015 mol dm"^; 
/•Na0H_7« 0.30 mol dm"^; \i =0 .50 mol dm"' 
TABLE - 58 
Ac t iva t ion Parameters 
a AF^ A H ^ -AS'^ EO InA 
-1 
a 
-1 T,.-1 _ . - 1 , T , . - 1 o . -1 kJmol kJraol JK mol kJmol Sec 
96.09 52.62 128.53 55.42 10.96 
B^^2obs^X 
97.54 58.10 116.69 60.91 12.44 
Calcu la ted from equat ion A F ' ' ^ = A H ' ^ - T A S^ a t 338 K 
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TABLE - 59 
Sodium Hydroxide Concentration Dependence of It-i-vjg and 
Kp ^^  for Hydrolysis of Cu(II)-malonamide complex 
^NaOH_7 
- • 5 








Conditions: [k J=i 0.0015 mol dm"-^ ; 
^Cu'^'*_7= 0.0015 mol dflj"^ ; 
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